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GEOLGGI OF THIS HUMBOLDT REGION AND THK IRON KINO MINE, 

BIGBUG MINING DISTRICT, Y.AVAPAI COUJOT, ARIZONA.

3. Cyrus Creasey

ABSTRACT

The Humboldt region is in central Yavapai County, Arizona. The 

intersection of the 112° 15   meridian and the 34° 30» N. parallel is 

in the approximate geographical center of the region, and the Iron 

King mine is about 2000 feet west-northwest of the intersection.

Pre-Cambrian rocks form the bedrock in the Humboldt region. 

Late Cenozoic unconsolidated river wash and valley fill, including 

some interbedded basalt, locally mantle the pro-Cambrian rocks.espe 

cially in the north-central part of the region (Lonesome Valley).

The pre-Cambrian rocks consist of five newly defined metavolcanic 

formations derived from flows and tuffs, and of six intrusive units 

ranging in composition from granite to gabbro or perhaps more mafic 

types/ Relic bedding'and pillow structures are locally prominent in 

the metavolcanics; geopetal structures are uncommon, but where pres 

ent, generally indicate that the top is toward the west, though the 

evidence is too meager to be conclusive.

Low-grade dynamothermal metamorphism altered the metavolcanics 

and to a lesser extent the intrusive rocks, forming textures, struc 

tures, and mineral assemblages characteristic of low temperature and 

moderate stress.



The Texas ^ilch formation, which is the easternmost metavolcanic 

fortaation, consists of five lithologic units. Arranged in the general 

order of their appearance from east to west they are meta-andesite 

breccia, purple slate, metarhyolite tuff, meta-andesite, and green 

slate. The boundary between the Texas Gulch formation and the Iron 

King meta-andesite is apparently gradational.

The Iron King meta-andesite consists of three meta-andesite tuff 

units, two meta-andesite flow units and one metarhyolite tuff and con 

glomerate unit. The assemblage chlorite-albite-epidote with or without 

quartz is dominant in the meta-andesites. Mafic intrusive rocks, which 

may be approximately contemporaneous with metamorphism, may explain the 

presence of actinolitic hornblende in the central part of the formation.

Toward the west the Iron King meta-andesite appears to grade into 

the Spud Mountain metabreccia through a zone containing beds character 

istic of either one formation or the other. The Spud Mountain meta 

breccia consists of interbedded netabreccia and metatuff beds. The 

me ta tuff s are largely andesitic in composition, but a few thin beds of 

metarhyolite tuff occur. The fragrnents in the metabreccia beds consist 

chiefly of porphyritic meta-andesites and the matrix is meta-andesite 

tuff.

Pre-Cambrian faults now marked by dikes separate the Chaparral 

Gulch met a volcanic 3, which lie west of the Spud Mountain metabreccia, 

from underlying and overlying formations. The Chaparral Gulch meta- 

volcanica contain metarhyolite tuff, metarhyolite flow, and meta- 

andosite tuff that locally was contaminated by rhyolitic detritus.
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The Indian Hills (jaatavolcanics, which are northeast of the 

Chaparral Gulch fi&tavolciihics, consist of two broad units, one con- 

poeed of loetarhyoiites and the other of aeta-andesites, Letanorphosed 

tuffs and flows are believed to be represented in both units and flow 

breccia in the ftsta-andesites*

(iranite and alaskitej granodiorite and quartz dlorite; diorite, 

mafic quartz diorlte, gabbro and diabase; isetarhyolita (?)} and 

quartz porphyry comprise the pre-£an*brian intrusive units tipped. 

They include both deep-seated and hypabyssal types. Dynaisothermal 

metanorphism has foliated the smaller bodies and the margins of the 

larger masses and partly converted them into mineral assemblages stable 

under low-grade csetaaorphic conditions.

Planar structure*** (chiefly foliation) are omnipresent and linear 

structures are coacaan in the pre-Caiabrian eata-volcanic rocks. 3orth- 

trending planar structures doninatu in the Indian iiilis i^tavoicanica, 

and in the Spud fountain iaetabrcccia, whereas northeast-trending 

planar structures are docdnant in the Texas Gulch forination, Iron 

King jceta-andeaite^ and Chaparral Gulch &et;ivolcanics, To a lesser 

extent northeast-trending structures that are younger than those 

trending northward occur also in the Spud Mountain zsotabreccia. 

Lineation, plunging steeply northward is coiivoon in the Iron Kln£ icata- 

atuiesite and is present locally in the northern outcropa of the Toxas 

Gulch formation* It coi^oonly plunks steeply southward in the southern 

part of tho Texas Gulch forication.



Three steeply plunging folds are limited to the outcrop area of 

the Texas Qulch formation, and the outcrop pattern of the purple slate 

and metarhyolite tuff units suggests others, though lenticularity may 

cause the abrupt termination of outcrops in some places, loany folds 

of magnitude similar to those known and believed to exist in the Texas 

Gulch formation could be masked by the uniform lithology in the Iron 

King meta-andesite, Spud Mountain metabreccia, and the Indian Hills 

metavolcanics. One nearly isoclinal anticline was recognized in the 

Chaparral Gulch metavolcanics.

Although no folds of a magnitude that would duplicate formations, 

can be proved, the possibility of at least one such fold is suggested 

by the similarity of the lithology between the metarhyolite tuff and 

conglomerate unit in the Iron King meta-andesite and the metarhyolite 

tuff unit in the Texas Gulch formation. On the basis of this assump 

tion, the Spud Mountain metabreccia and the western metatuff unit in 

the Iron King meta-andesite would be correlative to the meta-andesite 

breccia unit in the Texas Gulch formation, and the fold axis would be 

in the central part of the Iron King meta-andesite.

Few faults were recognized in the Hureboldt region. The meta 

morphosed dikes that bound the Chaparral Gulch metavolcanics mark pre- 

Cambrian faults. The Lonesome Valley fault, which moved late Cenozolc 

valley fill against pre-Cambrian rocks, is the only fault that is known 

to have post-Cambrian movement» Other faults of uncertain age occur 

in the Kumboldt region.



Two sones of hydro thermal alteration not related to the Iron 

King mine occur. Xn the Iron King meta-andesite, a zone, possibly 

originally rhyolitic, contains introduced quartz, pyrite, and possi 

bly sericite* Adjacent to the intrusive rocks along the eastern edge 

of the Humboldt region, the metarhyolite (?) contains introduced 

pyrite, and the raetarhyolite (?), meta-andesite breccia (Texas Gulch 

formation), and quarts porphyry contain features suggestive of 

altitization.

The Iron King mine is the enly active nine in the Humboldt 

region* It consists of twelve veins, en echelon, steeply plunging, 

and arranged along the football of a sheared and altered zone in the 

western raeta-andeaite tuff unit of the Iron King meta-andesite* 

Harrow zones of especially intense shear probably localized the veins*

Solutions introduced cparts, pyrite, ankerite, and probably 

sericite early in the hydrothermal epoch, forming & sporadically 

mineralised cone in the hanging wall of the deposit and probably veins 

in the fracture system of the Iron King mine* Subsequent shearing 

strongly brecclated these early minerals and formed the structures 

that controlled the location and distribution of the ore minerals 

in the veins* following this doformation, sphalerite, galena, 

chalcopyrite, tonnaatite, arsenopyrite, pyrite, quartz, and 

ankarite were deposited, though the last three minerals may represent 

solution and re deposit ion of earlier minerals* Sericite either 

accompanied or followed the ore-forming minerals*
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Silver is related closely in distribution to copper and probably 

is in the tennantite. Gold occurs chiefly in the pyrite.

Banding, mimetic after planar structures, is pronounced in 

rauch of the vein filling* Mineral zoning, generally siuilar in 

each vein, is characteristic of the deposit.

High-an^le reverse faults of 100-foot maximum vertical dis 

placement have offset the veins.
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I51SOD(JCTION

The Humboldt region*, in the Bigbug mining district, Tayapai 

County, Arizona, comprises a rectangular area extending roughly 

3^ miles in a northerly direction and 7 miles in an easterly 

direction* The intersection of meridian 113° 15 * and parallel 

340 30 l lies close to the geographical center of the region* and 

the Iron King mine is about 3000 feet west-northwest of the inter*, 

section.

Vie towns in the area are Humboldt and Dewey. State Highway 

69 (Black Canyon Highway), a secondary road between prescott and 

Phoenix, Arizona, runs through the central part of the region. 

A graveled road connects the Iron King mine with the highway less 

than a mile southwest of Humboldt; dirt roads furnish access to 

other parts of the region* A spur line of the Atchison fopeka 

and Santa ?e railroad connects Humboldt with the main line at 

Ashfork, Arizona.

The Humboldt region is in the  Mountain region* of Arizona* 

as defined by Bansome (1903, p. 15). The Mountain region is char~ 

acterized by nearly parallel short ranges that are separated by 

valleys commonly deeply filled with fluviatile and lacustrine 

deposits. The Humboldt region bounds the south end of Lonesome 

Valley, which widens northwestward and coalesces with Chino Tallay.

"Humboldt region* refers to the area covered by Plate 1.
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The region is between northeastern slopes of the Bradshaw Mono* 

tains and the southwestern foothills of the Black Hills, and forms 

& bedrock bridge linking the two mountain ranges* The altitude in 

the Homboldt region varies from 4300 feet at the point where the 

Agua Tria Hiver crosses the southern boundary of the region to 

5600 feet in the northeastern corner* The slopes are gentle in the 

central and western parts of the region and moderate in the area east 

of Lonesome Valley.

The region drains to the jgua ?ria Hiver which wanders across 

Lonesome Valley in a canyon perhaps 30 feet below the general level 

of the valley floor* As the river leaves the alluvium and flows 

on bedrock south of Lonesome Valley, the canyon walls increase 

greatly in height* ?or many miles to the southeast, the Ago* Jria 

runs in & steep-walled slot cut in the pre-Cambrian rocks* As pointed 

out by Lindgren (1926, p. 8), these features suggest that the Agua 

?ria has captured the drainage of Lonesome Valley. All the tributary 

streams in the Hozaboldt region are ephemeral and drain into the Agoa 

?ria Biver, which is perennial only where it flows on bedrock south 

of Lonesome Valley.

Water for the town of Homboldt, the Iron King mine, and for 

domestic use and irrigation by ranchers living in the region cones 

from wells in the alluvial fill of Lonesome Valley. Apparently 

gravel be da in the alluvium supply the bulk of the water.



The topography of the part of the Humboldt region south of 

parallel 34o 30* is shown on the Bradshaw quadrangle, 1903, on a 

scale of 1 to 125,000, and that north of the parallel by the Jerome 

quadrangle, 1905, on the same scale. The Jerome quadrangle has 

been remapped on a scale of 1 to 62500. The Mingus Mountain quad 

rangle, which covers the same area as the southeast quarter of the 

Jerome quadrangle, was published in 1947. The northern part of 

the Bradshaw Mountains quadrangle has been remapped, but the saps 

have not been published.

Previous work

The earliest recorded geologic work in the district was done 

in 1399 and 1901 by Jaggar and Palacha (1905) who mapped the 3rad- 

sh&w quadrangle. Their work was reconnaissance. They divided the 

pre-Cambrian into Tavapai schist, various coarse-grained plutonic 

intrusives, and one complex. The Tavapai schist, which includes 

most of the foliated rocks in the Horaboldt region, was defined 

to include all of the pre~Cambrian phyllites, schists, and gneiss 

in local areas* Although they did not mention the Iron King mine 

in the text of the folio, its location was indicated on the geologic 

map.

In 1922 Lindgren (1925) examined the ore deposits in the 

Bradshaw and Jerome quadrangles, using Jaggar and Pal ache's geo 

logic map of the Br&dahaw Quadrangle and a geologic map of the 

Jerome quadrangle prepared by Jenkins and Wilson of the Arizona



Bureau of Mines and by Louis 2* Heber, Jr. Llndgren described the 

prtMQ&abrian rocks, but his report deals primarily with the occur 

rence, history, and production of the ore deposits* The Iron King 

mine is described briefly. Sldred Wilson (1939) published an ex 

cellent paper on the pre-Cambrian rocks of several districts in 
\

central Arizona, one of vhich was the Black Hills district that 

borders the Bomboldt region on the northeast* He distinguished 

three formations within the Yavapai schist, and proposed that the 

name Tavapai schist be replaced by Yavapai group* Wilson's paper 

did much to establish the chronological sequence of Arizona pre* 

Cambrian rocks*

field work and acknowledaments

The field work for this report was done from October 15 to 

December 15, 1945, and from September 15, 1947, to April 1, 1948* 

This work constitutes a small part of & store comprehensive study 

of the geology and ore deposits in the Mingus Mountain quadrangle 

currently being undertaken by Charles A* Ac.derson and the writer 

for the U. S« Geological Survey.

 The writer takes pleasure in acknowledging the cooperation of 

the staff of the Iron King Mine* H. ?. Kills, General Manager, 

kindly permitted use of all company maps and production data on £he 

mine, and the writer profited by zaany discussions with John Kellogg, 

Mine Geologist, on geologic problems related to the Iron King de 

posit. Other staff members were helpful in many ways.

The writer wishes to take this opportunity to thank (Mrs.) SI. H. 

Kriegsr and (Uiss) W. H. Sckstein for permission to use part of the



geologic map, *hich they are currently preparing for the U. 3. 

Geological Sue-**?* *° complete the northwestern part of the geo 

logic map of *<>** Huaboldt region (pi. 1). The writer is especially 

indebted to CJ'* r^es ^* Ander8°n ^or many stimulating discussions, 

visits in the f'*eld * and helpful suggestions. The advice and crit 

icism kindly i'^Gn *W ^rs * James Gilluly, Cordell Durrell, Joseph 

Murdoch and *'» "  ^ramlette, faculty members of the Department of 

Geology Univ* rfl^tv °* California, Los Angeles, are appreciated 

greatly.
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G3NE-IAL GE LOGY 

General featurea

The rocks in the Hunboldt region are predominantly pre-Cambrian, 

Cenosoic rocks are represented by Pliocene (?) or Pleistocene (?) 

gravels and basalt and by Pleistocene (?) to Recent valley fill and 

river ^ash* All except the basalt are shor/n as alluvium on plate 1,

The pre-Cambrian of Arizona has been studied in detail only 

locally and complete agreeaent on the subdivision and age of the 

rocka haa not been reached, Lindgren (1926, p, 15), and Wilson 

(1939, p. 11.18), believed that the Yavapai schist in central Arizona, 

the Pinal schist in southern Arizona, and the Vishnu schist in the 

Grand Canyon area are among the earliest known pre-Cambrian rocks 

in Arizona, Jaggar and Palache (1905, p« 9) regarded the Vishnu 

and Yavapai schists as of the sane age. All three of these raeta- 

morphlc formations are overlain unconformably by unnetamorphosed 

pre-Cainbrian rocks. The Grand Canyon series unconfornably overlies 

the Vishnu schist in the Grand Canyon, and the Apache group overlies 

the Pinal schist in the Globe (Hansomo, 1903, p, 38) and in the 

Ray-f-laai districts (Hansomo, 1919, p. 31, 39). In the Mingus Moun 

tain quadraa^le the Tavapai schist is overlain unconfornjably by 

Paleozoic sedimentary rocks, but Tilson (1939, p« 1151) sho^s that 

in the eastern Tonto Basin the Apache rjroup unconformably overlaps 

the Khsatzal quartzite -;hich in turn is believed by 7ilson to lie 

above the la vasal schist in the T.!azatsal fountains in central

1



Arizona. The Ariaona State ^eolo^ic nap, compiled by Barton, i'filson, 

and Lausen, inclines the Vishnu, Final, and Yavapai schists under 

Archean (?). Ransome (I919 f p. 32) states that the Final schist in 

the Hay-Miami district is of possible Archean age, Hovrever, o.-dng

to the difficulties inherent in correlation betv/een rocks in r/idely >

separated areas on the bases of litholo^ic and structural features, 

an arje determination for the Yavapai schist by correlation ^ith 

pre-Cambrian rocks in other terrains is believed not to be practical, 

and the writer prefers to uce the tarn "older pro-Cambrian,'1 as 

su^ejested by '.Tiloon (1939)   "Older pre-Cambrian" is not meant to 

imply any particular part of pre-Cambrian time; it is used to in 

dicate that there are younger pre-Cambrian rocks in the general 

region.

The pre-Cambrian rocks in the Humboldt region are ha re in sub 

divided into five metamorphic formations that originated chiefly 

from volcanic rocks and six intrusive rock units ranging in compo 

sition from granite to gabbro or perhaps more rafic types. The 

metavolcanic rocks represent a small part of the Yavapai as described 

by Ja^ar and Palache and later extended by Lindgren, Tith the sub 

division of the ^stavolcanic rocks into formations, as described in 

this report, the Yavapai is considered a series in this area. The 

netavolcanic rocks are largely mota-andesite flores, tuffs and breccia; 

metarhyolite flows and tuffs; and rotatuffs composed of mixtures of 

r.otarhyolitic and meta-andesitic detritus. Both metarhyolite and 

occur in the upper arvd lor/er parts of the sequence.
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The regional strike of the formations range* f r'om north to norths 

east* Bedding dips at high angles both eastward and westward, but 

chiefly westward. Folds on a scale that would duplicate formations 

were not recognized, but several Isoclinal folds were confined to 

the outcrop area of the Texas Gulch formation, and more may "b« present* 

One tight anticline was mapped in the Chaparral GKilch metavolcanics*

Faults of pr«~Cambrian age, now marked by dikes, bound the 

Chaparral Gulch netavolcanics, and the fault separating the qoartz 

porphyry and the meta-andesite breccia of the Texas Gulch formation 

probably is also pre-Cambrian. The Pleistocene (?) Lonesome Yalley 

fault, which has moved late Cenozoio valley fill against pre-Cambrian 

rocks, bounds Lone some Talley on the east* Other faults of uncer 

tain age and email displacement occur in the Hoisboldt region* The 

pre-Canbrian rocks are in the chlorite a one of metamorphism as de 

fined by Harker (1939, pp. 209*214} or the greenschist facias of

Iskola (1939, pp. 357-359).
/ 

Foliation is pronounced in all the metavolcanics and in some

of the intrusive rocks* Horth-trending foliation dominates in the 

Indian Hills metavolcanics and, to * lesser extent, in the Spud 

Mountain metabreccia. northeast-trending foliation occurs in the 

rest of the pre~Cambrian rocks and locally in the Spud Mountain 

metabreccia* The northeast foliation in the Spud Mountain meta 

breccia appears to cut the nortt^-trending, but the two structures 

uay have been nearly contemporaneous* Linear structures plunge 

consistently northward at high angles in the Iron King metar*andasite 

and both northward and southward in the Texas Gulch formation; they 

not prominent in other formations*
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Pre-Cambrian rootavolcanic rocks 

&ULCH FOBUTIOST 

Distribution

The Texas Gulch formation, here named frca the exposure* in Texas 

Gulch, crops out in & north-trending belt in the eastern, part of the 

area. Beds dip steeply both eastward and westward as the result of 

tight folding and overturning, fhe top of the formation is probably 

toward the west, as indicated by geopetal structure*. though they are 

not roraercua and widespread enough to prove this. The formation is 

bounded on the east by plutonic igneous rocks and on the west by 

alluvion: of Lonesome Valley and by the Iron King nseta-andesite with 

which it has a gradations! contact* The outcrop width varies frost 

about 3000 feet near the road to Cherry to about  000 feet at tht 

south edge of the map. These widths do not represent even & rough 

approximation of the original stratigraphic thickness, hcwever, as 

the rocks are tightly folded, at least locally* The formation is 

exposed for about 12 mil 33 north of the area, where it passes beneath 

Paleozoic sedimentary rocks acd the alluvina of Lonesome Yalley. The 

extant of the Texas Oalch formation south of the area mapped is not 

known*

In general the Texas Gulch formation forms the lower slopes of 

the Black Hills. It erodes characteristically into smooth rolling 

kills whose long dimensions reflect the regional strike of the folia 

tion and of the formation. The main stream* aui gulches transgress

formation at high angles, and the tributaries tend to parallel

regional strike of the formation.
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Petrography

The T«a» Gulch formation includes five lithologic units. 

Arranged in order of their appearance from east to west, they are (l) 

iaeta-andefllte breccia, (2) purple slate, (3) metarhyolite tuff, (4) 

meta-andeslte, lavas and tuff« t and (5) green slate. The individual 

units are relatively uniform in composition except the green slate 

and some of the western beds of metarhyolite tuff, the mineral ogle 

composition of which suggests that they represent gradational facies 

into the Iron King meta-andesUe.

Meta-andeoite breccia

The meta-andesite breccia occurs along the eastern edge of the 

Humboldt r-gion in a band ranging from about 1000 to 4000 feet in 

width. It i« bounded on the west by the purple slate and matarhyolits 

tuff and on the east by intrude rocks. It is cut by large bodies 

of fine-grained metarhyolite and ty small bodies of quartz porphyry. 

Th* rock 1* *«U foliated toward the north. Here it is essentially 

a finegrained chlorite schttt containing white streaks, probably 

relics of original grains of clastic feldspar or leucocratic rock 

fragroents» ?he breccia fra&nenta are visible only as ghosts in widely 

scattered outcrops. South of latitude 34° 30*, the foliation is 

weakdr, and the original character of the rock is much more distinct. 

Hare bed*Ing is commonly recognisable, and one feldspathic crystal 

metatuff bed 25 feet thick was traced for a mile* Qeopetal structures 

are common, and those east of the narble bed (pi. l) consistently 

show tons toward the west*
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She meta-andesite breccia varies greatly in lithology in the 

southeastern part of the area* Hear the purple alate it ia fine- to 

mediuniHgrained meta*-andesite tuff containing a "bun dan t chlorite and 

 aussuritized plagioclase grains* This metatuff encloses sporadic 

beds of purple slate (not shown on map) as much as 30 feet wide; one 

bed was traced more than half a mile* Marble in beds as much as 10 

feet thick is abundant in a zone at least 100 feet wide in this fine-* 

grained part of the unit* The meta~andesite toff forms a belt 1000 

feet wide along the western contact of the Texa* Gulch formation in 

the south of the Humboldt region* The stratigraphio thickness of 

this tuff is not known even approximately, for it is folded into & 

tight syncline.

£he meta-andfcsite tuffs grade eastward into meta-andesite breccia 

containing subordinate amounts of interbedded meta-andesite tuffs, 

The metabreccia is water deposited and individual beds probably exceed 

500 feet in thickness* The fragments range from subrounded to angular 

and rarely exceed one foot in diameter, with an average size of pebbles 

in many beds of from one to two inches* Tiis fragments are chiefly 

of feota-andesite, but metarhyolite (?) fragments dominate in certain 

beds and local areas* Commonly the matrix, even where associated with 

metarhyolite (?) fragments, abounds in chlorite, and hence is prob 

ably andesitic* tfeta-*andesite breccia predominates in the eastern, 

part of the unit, though there are many ;interbeds of meta-andssite 

tuff and one of medium-drained feldspathic metatuff with excellent 

bedding and geopetal structures* Harrow exposures suggesting meta~ 

andesite lava were seen but could not be traced far.
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Chlorite, albite, epidote, and clinozoisite are the characteristic 

minerals of the meta-andesite breccia, and quartz, sericite, apatite, 

and leucoxdne occur as accessories. Albite occurs as granohlastic 

grains and as saussuritized relics clouded with epidote minerals, 

sericite, chlorite, and commonly carbonate. Epidote and clinozoisit* 

form irregular grains. Sericite occurs as microscopic flakes largely 

limited to saussuritized plagioclas*. Quartz is granoblastic and 

generally constitutes only a small percentage of the rock. Some of 

the meta-andesite fragments display a relict porphyritio texture, con 

sisting of plagioclase phenocrysts in a pilotaxitic groundmass.

Along the intrusive contact of the granitic rocks, the textures 

of the meta-andesite breccia suggest the introduction of albite* 

Peculiar pseudomicrographic intergrowths of quartz and albite occur 

and idioblastic albite crystals contain cores of saussuritised plagio 

clase, These alterations are discussed under the section on hydro thermal 

alteration not related to the Iron King ore deposit*



Purple slate

Toe purple slate is a fine-grained, purple to deep~naroon rock 

with local patches having a greenish cast* Marble beds ranging in 

thickness from less than one foot to as much as 15 feet are dis 

tributed erratically throughout the purple slate but are nowhere very 

abundant* The marble beds are quite discontinuous along the strike 

probably owing to local shearing of the beds* The purple slate has 

a very closely spaced foliation which in places is cut by pronounced 

cross, slips or shears. Ho systematic pattern was recognized for 

these latter structures*

As can be seen on plate 1, the individual units of the purple 

slate vary greatly in thickness, perhaps because of differential 

shearing when the foliation was produced* However, it is possible 

that the variations in thickness are of sedimentary origin or due 

to folding* Perhaps all three factors have contributed*

Several bands of green slate, one of which is locally 300 feet 

wide, are intercalated with the purple slates in their more westerly 

outcrops* Lithologically the slates are identical except for color, 

and in a few places the purple slate grades along the strike into 

green for a short distance.



Metarhyolite tuff

Metarhyolite tuff is closely associated with the purple slate, 

and tends to sustain ridges standing above the valleys and gulches 

on either side carved on the purple slate. The foliation in the 

metarhyolite tuff is locally nearly imperceptible and elsewhere pro-* 

nounced, with no obvious reason for these variations. It is generally 

much less perfect than that in the adjacent purple slate*

The metarhyolite tuff ranges from gray to white or cream. It is 

generally medium grained but commonly varies abruptly from coarse to 

very fine grained vithin a few feet across the strike* Systematic 

variations of this kind through several beds are rare so that the local 

stratigraphic sequence is generally uncertain. The metarhyolite tuff 

is composed predominantly of medium-grained metatuffs and of minor 

amounts of intercalated gray slate and metaconglomerate beds*

quartz and sericite are the characteristic minerals* Yeldspar 

was noted in the field, but not under the microscope* The quartz, 

forming up to 50 percent of the rock, is in granoblastio grains, some 

of which are ffactored and strained. Sericite is very abundant as 

small flakes and patches and as "ribbons* anastomosing around the 

quartz grains* Small fragments of leucocratic, micro crystalline 

rock having an aggregate index of refraction of less than 1.540, and 

abundant scattered sericite flakes were interpreted as metarhyolite* 

Magnetite and a few grains of epidote and tourmaline (?) were recog 

nised microscopically*



The metaconglomerate "beds consist of water-worn pebbles and small 

boulders rarely over two inches across in a matrix identical to the 

met a tuff described above« In some beds the pebbles are attenuated 

so that lengths are several times widths; in others no stretching of 

the pebbles was recognized. Most of the pebbles are jasper, tat 

pebbles of a leucocratic, felaitic metarhyolite (?) are not uncommon, 

Some be da show few or no fragments in sections perpendicular to folia-* 

tion but have lenticular streaks and patches rich in sericite on the 

foliation planes. The origin of these streaks and patches is uncertain, 

but they probably represent intensely sheared fragments of rhyolite*

Minor beds of gray slate, rarely exceeding a foot or two in width, 

are common* Except for color they resemble the purple slate and 

apparently represent metamorphosed fine-grained tuffaceous sediments.

Meta-andeeite

The meta-andesite forms a lenticular mass, bounded chiefly by tuff. 

It is 1500 feet wide near the northern boundary of the map but wedges 

out southward*

On fresh surfaces the meta-andesite ranges from dark* to light- 

green; it weathers to brownish hues. Foliation is extremely varied. 

Along the western side of the unit, it is so strong that no vestige 

of the original texture and structure of the rock remains* Slsewhere 

it is moderate to weak. In outcrop the facies having the strongest 

foliation is a fine-grained spotted chlorite schist. The moderately 

foliated types strongly resemble much of the fine grained meta- 

andesite tuff in the Iron King meta-andesite which overlies the Texas 

Gulch formation; however, sedimentary structures were not identified*
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This type contains megascopic saussuritized plagioclase grains and 

chlorite. The meta-andesite with weak foliation appears more uniform 

and somewhat granular, and in places it contains small relict saussurit- 

ized plagioclase laths* In one locality the granular meta-andesite 

was seen to grade abruptly into a small body of more massive amygda- 

loidal msta-andesite that almost certainly represents a flow*

Chlorite is the dominant and omnipresent constituent of the 

unit* In places where it is not megascopic, its presence can be 

inferred from the color and luster of the foliation planes* Saussurit~ 

ized plagioclase is prominent in the areas away from the strongest

foliation* Characteristic dark-green to black spots in the chlorite
/

schist facie3 may represent the incipient concentration of iron and 

perhaps magnesium.

Although the original rock of much of the unit cannot be idexw 

tified, the composition is certainly andesitio, and probably both 

meta-andesite tuffs and flows are represented*



ftreen slate

Green slate, the western unit of the Texas Gulch formation, 

seems to be transitional to the overlying Iron King meta-andesite. 

It is 1000 feet wide near the southern limit of the region, hat 

narrows northward either because of faulting against or overlap 

by the alluvium of Lonesome Yalley*

The green slate is very fine grained and closely foliated; thus 

resembling the purple slate. Beds of mediTim-grained metatuff are 

intercalated here and there with the green slate* Clastic grains 

of saussuriticed pi agio date and quartz in the met a tuff are easily 

seen with a hand lens*

Sericite, chlorite, saussuritised plagioclase, and quart* 

are the characteristic megascopic minerals in the green slate. 

Their relative proportion varies widely, but sericite and chlorite 

can be recognized in nearly every outcrop*



IRON KING KETA^-ANDESITiS 

Distribution

The Iron King meta-andesite, here named from the exposures around
feet 

the Iron King mine, forms a north-trending belt about 18,000Awide in

the south-central part of the Humboldt region. Recognizable beds dip 

steeply both eastward and westward but predominantly toward the west, 

and strike northerly. Alluvium of Lonesome Valley covers the northward 

extension of the formation for 8 miles from Humboldt to Grapevine Gulch 

in the Black Hills, 6 miles north of the area mapped. Near Grapevine 

Gulch the outcrop is less than 1/3 as wide as that exposed near 

Humboldt. Reconnaissance indicates that for a few miles at least the 

outcrop probably widens to the south at about the sane rate: as it 

thins northward.

The Iron King meta-andeaite grades into the Texas Gulch formation 

to the east and into the Spud Mountain meta-breccia to the west. The 

contact between the green slate unit of the Texas Gulch formation and 

the Iron King meta-andesite is in places sharp and in other places 

gradational over a width of a few hundred feet. Megascopically the 

meta-andesite tuff in contact with the green slate contains more chlorite, 

less sericite, and is coarser grained and relatively more massive than 

the green slate.

In general the Iron King meta-andesite forms low rolling hill s with 

a maximum relief of about 700 feet east of the Agua Pria River, of which 

about 200 feet of the relief occurs in the canyon of the Agua Fria.
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Petrography 

General features

The Iron King meta-andesite consists chiefly of meta-andesite flows 

and tuffs, hut southeast of the Iron King sine it contains a unit of 

netarhyolite tuff and conglomerate 200 feet thick. Intrusive rocks in- 

vaded the formation, especially near the Agua Tria Eiver and westward 

for about 3,500 feet* Local zones of hydrothermai alteration and larger 

quarts masses and veins were separately mapped and are shown on plate ! 

Though the metatuff and itetaflow units are predominantly as in 

dicated, small amounts of aetatoff are intercalated in the metaflow 

units and conversely. However, large-scale interbedding between metatuff 

and metaflow within the units sapped is not believed likely. Commonly

diagnostic exposures are scattered and intervening rocks were mapped as
»

one unit unless marked differences in lit ho logy, textures, or structures 

were recognized, In places differences in lithology were recognized but 

in areas too small to be recorded at the map scald used.

The textures and structures of the Iron King meta-andeaite are pre 

dominantly metamorphic. The rocks are foliated hut are easily cleavable 

only where chlorite is the dominant mafic mineral* Belict bedding, 

manifest chiefly by the distribution of the altered plagioclase, was 

recognized only in a few places in the metatuffs. Graded bedding and 

to a lesser extent channel and fill consistently indicate top toward the 

*est, but were too few to prove that the top of the formation lies to 

the west in view of the possibility of intraforaational folding.

Delict pillow structure was recognized locally in the meta-andesite 

flows, especially in more massive water-worn outcrops*
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The meta-andesite tuffs resemble, both lithologically and min-» 

eralogically, some of the metatuffaceous parts of the Spud Mountain 

metabreccia and of the meta-andesite breccia in the Texas Gulch, formation.

Chlorite is a universal constituent of the Iron King meta-andesitc. 

It is associated with all other minerals and is believed to be entirely 

of me barnorphic origin* The chlorite is pleochroic with X and T green or 

bluish green and 2 light yellowish-green to almost colorless* It gen» 

erally shows an anomalous interference color of deep blue under crossed 

nicols* Chlorite constitutes as much as 60 percent of the more mafic 

rocks or as little as 10 percent of the more felsic* It occurs as fin* 

flakes very intimately mixed with epidote minerals, albite, and quartz 

in the reconstituted areas of the rocks and Is a common inclusion in the 

relict plagioclase associated with epidote minerals and sericite. The 

foliation of the rocks is dominantly due to aggregates of fine chlorite 

plates that form narrow bands that anastomose around the grains of quartz 

and feldspar. These bands probably represent concentrations of chlorite 

from adjacent rocks into tones, but chlorite occurs also as small, in** 

dividual flakes, commonly in the same specimens* A few microveinlets 

of chlorite that cut relict feldspar were observed, and a few aggregates 

of chlorite plates have developed at an acute angle to the foliation*

Actinolitio hornblende occurs in both meta-andesite tuffs and flows 

and locally is the most abundant constituent of the rock* Its pleochroic 

formula is Z-blue green, T-yellow green, and I-light yellow (almost color**

; 2 to c ranges from 16° to 18°; and the birefringence appears



prisisatic grains crudely oriented parallel to foliation. The needles 

and grains occur both as scattered crystals and in aggregates forming 

zones relatively rich in actinolitic hornblende,

Epidote minerals abound in the Iron King meta-andesite making up 

from a few percent to perhaps aa much as 60 percent of some of the meta- 

andesite flows. All but one of the thin sections of meta-andesites con 

tain epidote and about half contain either clinozoisite or zoisite. 

Clinosoisite and zoisite are commonly indistinguishable because of their 

 very fine grain. The epidote has normal birefringence and is light 

colored indicating a low iron content. Only a few crystals are re 

cognizably pleochroic. The clinozoisite or zoisite commonly shows 

abnormal blue interference color*

The habit of the epidote minerals varies* Epidote commonly occurs 

in distinctly larger grains than either clinozoisite or zoisite, which 

are commonly so fine grained that 360 magnification is necessary for 

resolution. Aggregates of brownish epidote minerals commonly form 

pseudomorphs after the former plagioclase phenocrystsj they form also 

irregular-shaped masses. Most of the epidote minerals, however, occur 

as fine granoblastic grains less than 50 microns in diameter, intimately 

associated with quartz, albite, and chlorite.

The plagioclase ranges from albite (near AD^QQ) to albite-oligoclase 

(near Abge). Albite occurs with assemblages containing chlorite as the 

dominant mafic constituent and albite-oligoclase with assemblages con 

fining actinolitic hornblende as the dominant mafic mineral* The 

composition of the plagioclase was determined by refractive indices.
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Inclusions of microscopic grains of chlorite, epidote, and sericite 

commonly cloud the plagioclase so that accurate determination of the 

refractive indices is very difficult.

Plagioclase occurs as microscopic granoblastic grains, and as 

albitized and saussuritized relictphenocrysts and detrital grains. It 

is most abundant and widespread as microscopic granoblastic grains 

intimately associated with epidote minerals, chlorite, and locally 

sericite. Saussuritized and albitized plagioclase is common. All 

gradations were observed between epidote-chlorite pseudomorphs after 

plagioclase, through epidote-chlorite-albite pseudomorphs, to nearly 

uncontamlnated albite crystals that appear to have formed pseudomorphs 

after the original plagioclase, even preserving original twinning 

lamallae.

Quartz was found in all but two or three of the thin-sections 

examined, ranging from less than two percent to as much as 20 percent 

for different specimens, It occurs as rounded grains, amygdules, or as 

aggregates of granoblastic grains. It is these aggregates that form 

the megascopic quartz grains in the rocks. The individual founded 

grains are mostly granoblastic and microscopic and are associated 

generally with albite, epidote minerals, sericite, and chlorite.

In some of the metatuffs sericite is more abundant than chlorite. 

It occurs as very small flakes disseminated throughout the rock and as 

concentrations in ribbons that anastomose through the rock, curving 

around the larger grains or separating into bands on either side of the 

grains and commonly rejoining. The ribbons are composed of aggregates 

of sericite flakes oriented with their base in the foliation plane.
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In typically meta-andesitic rocks almost all the sericlte occurs as 

small, scattered, flakes within albitized relictplagioclase, probably 

being derived from the orthoclase in solid solution in the original 

plagioclase.

Carbonate was recognized in about half of the thin-sections of 

meta-andesites. Part is probably metamorphic and part probably post- 

metainorphic in origin* The metamorphic origin of some of the carbonate 

is suggested by attenuated quartz-carbonate amygdules, deformed and 

twinned grains of carbonate, and carbonate in the pressure shadows of 

relictplagioclase crystals, although this latter occurrence is not de£~ 

i n.ite proof* Carbonate considered as post-metamorphic occurs with or 

without quartz in veinlets that are either parallel or transverse to 

foliation. It forms also irregular aggregates that commonly have their 

longer dimension perpendicular to foliation. In one section hornblende 

adjacent to quartz-carbonate knots and veinlets was altered to green 

chlorite. Much of the carbonate, however, occurs in disseminated small 

grains and aggregates, the origin of which is obscure. 

Meta-andesite tuff

The meta-andesite tuff occurs in three lithologic units, (1) adjoin 

ing the Texas Gulch formation on the east, (2) in the central part of 

the formation, and (3) adjoining the Spud Mountain breccia on the west. 

Henceforth these units will be referred to as the eastern, middle, and 

western units. On fresh fracture the meta-andesite tuffs vary from 

green to gray-green, and weather to dull yellowish-green or brownish- 

green owing to the iron oxide formed froia chlorite during oxidation.



Although foliation is pronounced, it varies in strength both within a 

single outcrop and in areas several thousand feet wide. In general, 

the finer-grained rocks are more regularly and better foliated, but in 

places it is difficult to determine whether the more pronounced folia 

tion is due to an originally finer grain or to wore intense shear. 

Fine-and medium-grained metatuffs are commonly interbadded on both 

large and small scales and locally bedding was recognized by preserva 

tion of sorting* In a few places graded bedding, cross bedding, and 

channeling were preserved, Chlorite-albite-epidote (or clinozoisite) 

constitutes the chief mineral assemblage in the western meta-andesite 

tuff unit, and to a lesser extent it occurs in the middle and eastern 

units. Hornblende-albite-oligoclase-epidote or clinozoisite is the 

dominant assemblage in the eastern part of the middle unit and in the 

western part of the eastern unit of meta-andesite tuffs. Chlorite- 

sericite-albite-quartz-carbonate is the dondnant mineral assemblage in 

the eastern part of the eastern meta-andesite tuff unit. Along the 

southern margin of the map area biotite formed chiefly at the expense 

of chlorite, and one section contains colorless garnet.

Chlorite-sericite-albite-quartz-carbonate ffieta-andesite 

tuff j Chlorite-sericite-albite-quartz-carbonate is the dominant mineral 

assemblage in the eastern 3,000 feet of outcrops in the eastern meta- 

andesite tuff unit. Similar rocks are found also in the western part of 

the middle unit of meta-andesite tuffs, but are unknown in the western 

unit.
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Some sections contained a little pyrite, and others contained 

leucoxene. The rocks contain a snsall amount of quartz that is not 

evident from cagascopic examination. The quartz content of one speci 

men was estimated to be between 15 and 20 percent. The iJ.croscopic 

quartz forms granoblastic grains associated with granoblastic albite, 

small granules of epidote minerals, chlorite flakes, and in places 

sericite flakes* Megascoplcally visible quartz occurs as small "augen" 

composed of aggregates of granoblastic quartz grains. All the quartz 

id clear.

The albite (about Abac) occurs In microscopic granoblastic grains 

that commonly contain numerous inclusions, some of which are chlorite 

flakesj other included minerals are too fine grained to be recognized.

Chlorite is abundant. It occurs as disseminated flakes and as 

aggregates of find flakes in small "ribbons" or bands that anastomose 

around the larger grains and "augen. 11 Sericite is in general less 

abundant than chlorite, although in certain beds it predominates. Its 

distribution and habit is like the chlorite with which it is closely 

associated.

Carbonate in places constitutes by estimate as much as 15 or 20 

percent of these rocks. It occurs as disseminated grains, irregular- 

shaped patches, and as veinlets associated with quartz.

A few small grains of zoisite or. clinozoisite too small to dis 

tinguish were noted. The paucity of epidote minerals in these meta- 

andesite tuffs is in strong contrast to all the aeta-andesite tuffs to 

the west, where commonly epidote minerals make up most of the rocks.
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This condition probably indicates either that the original plagioclase 

was albite or that carbonate is a more stable form of lime-rich mineral 

under the temperature and stress conditions in which these rocks formed.

Although the metatuffs adjacent to the Texas Gulch formation have 

the same minerals as those to the west, the relative proportions are 

different, i^uartz, aericite, and carbonate are much more abundant, and 

epidote minerals ouch less abundant] these differences may represent 

part of an original gradational change from the dominantly metarhyolitic 

Texas Gulch formation to the Iron King meta-andesite tuffs. The 

megascopic gradation shown in the green slate unit of the Texas Gulch 

formation and the variations in relative abundance of quartz, sericite, 

and chlorite from bed to bed supports this interpretation.

Along the south margin of the mapped area, the chlorite-sericite- 

albite-quartz assemblage appears to be passing into an assemblage con 

taining biotite. The extent and characteristics of the biotite-bearing 

rocks are not known, as they were recognized in only three thin-sections. 

Two sections are characterized by a chlorite-biotite-albite (or oligoclase) 

assemblage and one by a biotite-sericite-quartz-grossularite assemblage. 

Magnetite and pyrite are minor constituents. The garnet is colorless or 

very light pink and has a refractive index of about l-745> indicating a 

dominance of grossularite. The biotite is pleochroic in brown and light

yellow-brown. It is associated with chlorite and in part derived from 

it.
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Hornblende-oligoclase-epidote-meta-andesite tuff t Toward the west 

the chlorite-sericite-albite-quartz-carbonate metatuffs pass into horn- 

blende-oligoclase-epidote meta-andesite tuffs. These latter rocks are 

less well cleaved than the chlorite-bearing rocks, owing to reconstitu- 

tion of platy chlorite to nematoblastic actinolitic hornblende.

The actinolitic hornblende forms needles and fibrous plates crudely 

oriented with their long dimensions in the foliation. Epidote is more 

abundant than clinozoisite and occurs as porphyroblasts and as fine gran- 

oblastic grains scattered throughout the rock. Clinozoisite occurs chiefly 

in small disseminated grains. The plagioclase, generally sodic oligoclass, 

forms very small granoblastic grains and is not as abundant as the epidote 

minerals. Next to quartz-carbonate knots, actinolitic hornblende has 

been altered to a green chlorite that shows anomalous brown interference 

colors; this alteration suggests that the carbonate is late.

The hornblende-oligoclase-epidote meta-andesite tuffs are found 

near small gabbroic and dioritic intrusive bodies. Plate 1 shows the 

larger masses, but other masses, too small to be mapped, occur in the 

same general area. Iteta-aadesite flows, here associated with the metatuffs, 

also contain actinolitic hornblende as the dominant mafic mineral.
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Chlorite-»albite~quart2~epidote meta-andesite tuff and chlorite~ 

albite-epidote meta-andesite tuffss Chlorite-albite-quartz-epidote 

meta-andesite tuff and chlorite-albite-epidote mata-andesita tuffs are 

the most widespread and abundant metamorphosed tuffs in the Iron King 

meta-andesite* They compose all of the western meta-andesite tuff unit 

and parts of the middle and eastern. Sine- and medium-grained facies 

are interlayered in bands ranging in thickness from less than 1 inch 

to many feet. Foliation is more pronounced in the fine-drained bands, 

probably because of both more intense shear and finer-grained volcanic 

detritus. Mafic constituents appear more abundant in the finer-grained 

material than in the more granular adjacent rocks.

Chlorite and epidote minerals, generally pseudomorphous after plagio* 

clase, are the chief megascopic constituents. Quartz can be recognized 

in some outcrops. Commonly most of the minerals are too fine-grained 

for megascopic recognition, although a greenish color indicates dis 

seminated chlorite. In thin-section chlorite, albite, sodic oligoclase, 

carbonate, epidote, clinozoisite, zoisite, sericite, quartz, leucoxene, 

apatite, and a trace of orthoclase were identified; however, chlorite, 

albite, quartz, and epidote are the most abundant minerals. Chlorite 

composes from 15 to 60 percent of the rock; it occurs in microscopic 

flakes and in concentrations in wavy bands. Sericite occurs as scatter 

ed flakes in albitized relict detrital plagioclase crystals and also in 

hands like those of chlorite, bat is much less abundant. The epidote 

minerals, consisting of epidote (most abundant), clinozoisite, and possibly 

zoisite, are very abundant and commonly associated in tb* rock. Most of 

the quartz is in microscopic, granoblastic grains but sase of it is in 

of granoblastic grains, forming megascopic "tigen. * The
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plagioclase, chiefly in microscopic, granoblastio grains, is pre 

dominantly albite, but some is sodic oligoclase,

Heta-andesite flows

tteta-andesite flows occur in two units, separated by the middle 

meta-andesite tuff unit* The western meta-andesite flow is about 5000 

feet in outcrop width and the eastern is 3500 feet* Where the dominant 

mafic mineral is chlorite the meta-andesite flows are well foliated,, and 

where it is actinolitic hornblende they are relatively massive. Relict 

pillow structure was recognized in several places in the more massive 

eastern unit, particularly in the water-worn outcrops in the canyons of 

the Agua ?ria and its tributaries. Jkmygdules are common and in foliated 

types are attenuated. The meta-andesite flows are much more uniform 

in fabric, mineralogy, and appearance than the meta-andesite tuffs and 

these features are most helpful in distinguishing the flows from the 

tuffs* Amygdalas and pillow structure are diagnostic of a flow and 

though they are sporadic they confirm the other criteria for distinguish^ 

ing these rocks from the tuffs*

The meta-andesite flows range from light green to dark green, being 

darker than the well-foliated meta-andeaite tuffs. The flows are recon** 

stituted completely into a mineral assemblage stable under conditions 

of low-grade metamorphism. Relict plagioclase altered chiefly to epidote 

minerals and chlorite is the dominant megascopic mineral. The actinolitic 

hornblende can rarely be recognized in hand specimens* In thin-section, 

chlorite, actinolitic hornblende, epidote, clinoxoisite, albite or sodic 

oligoclase, carbonate, pyrite, quartz, and sericite are the minerals
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recognized* Both albite and epidote minerals form pseudomorphs after 

former plagioclase crystals. Much granoblastic clinozoisite and albite 

occur in microscopic grains in the finer-grained parts of the rock*

Chlorite**albite-epidote meta-andesite flows; Chlorite~albite~ 

epidote-meta-andesite flows are all comprised in the western unit; they 

were not positively identified from the eastern unit, although they 

nay occur there* They are amygdaloidal but do not contain recognizable 

pillows, possibly bedause the strong foliation destroyed them* Clino** 

zoisite or zoisite occurs in addition to epidote and occurs as micro 

scopic grains associated with chlorite and granoblastic albite. Most 

of the sericite is disseminated aft flakes in the albitized phenocrysts. 

Granoblastic albite is less abundant than in the related meta-andesite 

tuffs and appears to range in composition from AbgQ to Abg5* A small 

amount of granoblastio quartz is common*

Hornblende^-oligoclase-epidote or clinozoisite meta-andesite flows: 

Hornblende~albite*-oligoclase-epidote or clinozoisite meta-andesite 

flows occur only in the eastern band of meta-andesite flows* These rocks 

are more massive than the flows to the west, because of the presence of 

actinolitio hornblende and to leas deformation* Amygdules and pillow 

structures are concion and do not appear to be appreciably deformed*

In addition to the characteristic minerals mentioned, carbonate, 

pyrite, and a trace of sericite are accessory minerals in the rocks* 

Actinolltic hornblende occurs as prismatic needles and fibrous masses, 

whose long dimension is parallel to the direction of crude foliation* 

Although the plagioclase ranges in composition from Abg5 to Abgs, it is 

chiefly sodic ollgoclase*
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Metarhyolite tuff and conglomerate

itetarhyolite tuff and conglomerate form a unit, 200 feet thick, 

lying chiefly between the western meta-andesite flow and the upper meta- 

andeaite tuff units* It is foliated and some of the pebbles in the con 

glomerate are attenuated so that lengths are many times greater than 

widths; while others are only slightly attenuated* Probably none of 

the original cobbles exceeded three inches in diameter* although the 

deformation makes difficult any estimate of original size* Ifear the Iron 

King mine the conglomeratic fades, occurring from 35 to 95 feet above 

the base, consists of interbedded conglomerate and metarhyollte tuff* 

Chalcedony, jasper, fine-grained leucocratic granitic rock, and an 

aphanitic siliceous rock whose origin is uncertain, comprise the types 

of cobbles and pebbles recognized* The upper part of the unit contains 

a few narrow beds of gray slate* One good exposure of graded bedding 

indicated that the top of the bed is toward the west*

The metarhyolite tuff and conglomerate is generally light gray but 

locally has a greenish cast because of small amounts of chlorite* It 

contains quartz (most abundant), sericite, feldspar, a little chlorits, 

and pebbles and cobbles as the megascopic constituents* In thin-section 

the metarhyolite tuff consists of abundant sericite, quartz, albite, and 

a trace of clinozoislte or zoisite* In some beds fragments of either 

rhyolite or rhyolite tuff are sheared out and altered to streaks of 

sericite and qoartz*

The metarhyolite tuff and conglomerate appear to be lithologically 

identical to the metarhyolite tuff of the Texas Gulch, formation* All the 

lithologic types found in the latter unit can be found duplicated in the
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former, and even the pebbles in the meta**conglomerate beds from the two 

units are similar*
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SKID HOUHTAIH MSTABHSCCIA 

Distribution

The Spud Mountain metabreecia, here named from Spud Mountain lying 

about one mile vest of the Iron King mine, is exposed in a belt ranging 

from 4000 to 4500 feet vide in the western part of the area mapped 

(pi. 1). It is bounded on the east by a gradational contact with the 

Iron King meta~andesite and on the vest by a pre~Cambrian fault nov 

marked by a dike. On the southeast it is invaded by quartz dlorite, 

and on the northeast it is overlapped by the alluvium of Lonesome Valley* 

The regional strike of the formation is N. 30° £. and the dip is generally 

steep toward the vest* About ten miles nortb-»northeast of the Iron King 

mine the Spud Mountain breccia crops out on the east side of Lonesome 

Valley in the lov hills along the front of the Black Hills*

Stratigraphy

Ihe Spud Mountain metabreccia consists of interbedded, metamor 

phosed volcanic breccia, lapilli tuff, and coarse and fine tuff in various 

amounts; metabreccia is most abundant. The chief mass of breccia stands 

out as a topographic high, forming Spud Mountain and similar hills 

along the strike extension southward* Metatuffaceous parts of the 

formation form topographic Iowa unless held up by interbedded breccia 

beds*
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The base of the Spud Mountain metabreccia is gradational into the 

Iron King meta-andesite through interbedding of the lithologic types 

characteristic of the two units* The lowermost bed typical of Spud 

Mountain metabreccia was recognized Just to the west of the Iron King 

veins (pi. 2)» Most of the rocks, however, between this bed and the 

contact, as shown on plate 1, are typical of the Iron King meta-andesite 

and were included with that formation* It is impractical to map separ 

ately the various lithologic types in the Spud Mountain metabreccia on 

the scale used for the regional nap, as interbedding between metabreccia 

and aaatatuffs occurs throughout the entire formation, the chief differ^ 

 nces between areas being variations in relative amounts of each* 

Locally metamorphism was sufficiently intense to destroy the original 

texture and breccia structure so that breccia structures in a particular 

metabreccia bed are apparent in one locality but destroyed in another* 

However, the general distribution of the chief lithologic types is known* 

The eastern half of the formation is character! at led by massive meta 

breccia beds interbedded with subordinate amounts of fine material in 

zones less than 100 feet in outcrop width. West of this zone lapilli- 

me ta tuff and met a tuff increase in amount but matabreccia bads are com 

mon* The western 1000 to 1500 feet are predominantly me ta tuffs with 

interbedded metabreccia beds. This part of the formation is poorly 

exposed and partly covered by alluvium which adds to the difficulty 

of determining the relative amounts of rock types*
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Two zones of meta-andesite flow were recognized in the Spud Moun 

tain breccia* One, 150 to 250 feet in outcrop width, occurs about 750 

to 800 feet west of the Silver belt-HcCabe vein west of the Iron King 

mine* It could not be traced as far south as the road leading to the 

ghost town of UoCabe* It consists of flow and flow breccia material* 

The other occurs from 200 to 300 feet east of the Silver belt-UcCabe 

vain in the area south of the road to McCabe. This metaflow is core 

difficult to bound, and the thickness is not known.

Petrography

In outcrop the rocks vary from well-foliated and cleavable to massive 

types that have a pronounced foliation or planar structure but do not 

cleave readily parallel to that structure* In some exposures of meta- 

breccia beds the fragments are not deformed perceptibly; in others they 

are so attenuated that lengths are 8 to 10 times the widths. The Spud 

Mountain metabreccia has two foliations, one striking from north to 

!  30° W., the other from JT. 20<> 3« to H. 35° B* Both dip at high angles 

westward* The significance of the two directions of foliation is dis-* 

cussed under structure.

Locally bedding is well preserved in the met a tuff a and is par** 

ticularly discernible in the larger gulches. Strikes range from H. 5° E. 

to I. 40° S, and the dips are generally steep toward the west* A few

Caopetal structures, largely graded bedding, indicated top toward the 

west.



Megascopically the metatuffs and metabreccias are green to gray-green 

on fresh fracture and various shades of yellow-green, browns, and reddish* 

browns on weathered surfaces* The megascopic minerals are chlorite, 

quartz, saussuritized plagioclase; and in places actinolitic hornblende 

can be inferred, although generally the hornblende is too fine-grained 

to be recognized with assurance under a hand lens* In places, especially 

in the metabreccia beds, the rocks are flooded with anastomosing veinlets 

of quart2 and epidote* In places the f ragmental character of the breccia 

beds is obscure* Beds of very obvious breccia grade along the strike 

into massive rocks in which no vestige of the original fragments remains. 

The original shape, size, and distribution of the original plagioclase 

crystals can be recognized long after the breccia fragments have dis 

appeared possibly because the epidote minerals, which indicate the outline 

of the original plagioclase, are stable minerals under low-grade meta- 

i&orphiBnu

The fragments in the metabreccia beds range from less than one inch 

to 18 inches in diameter and are composed of metarhyolite and meta-andesite. 

fragments vary in size from one bed to another, but the size within 

individual beds is generally uniform. The metarhyolitic fragments are 

light-colored and contain relict quarts and saussuritized feldspar in

* fine-grained ground mass. The meta-andesitic fragments are commonly

 ^ygdaloidal, light green because of their mafic constituents, and 

contain relict phenocrysts of saussuritized plagioclase. Other frag 

ments are composed largely of quartz and epidote; their original com 

position is obscure.



In thin-section the rocks are seen to "be composed of chlorite, 

actinolitie hornblende, epidote, cliaozoisite, albite, quartz, sericite, 

trace of biotite, and leucoxene. The dominant minerals are chlorite, 

actinolitie hornblende, clinozoisite, albite, and quartz. Three assem 

blages were recognized: (l) chlorite-albite-clinozoisite (or epidote) 

with or without quartz, (2) actinolitie hornblende-albite-clinozoisite, 

and (3) actinolitie horablende-chlorite-clinozoisite-aibite. One bed 

in the transition zone between the Spud Mountain metabreecia and the 

Iron King meta-andesite is composed of chlorite and albite.

The habits and occurrences of the minerals in the Spud Mountain breccia 

are similar to those in the Iron King meta-andesite. Actinolitie horn 

blende occurs as oriented needles and bands of needles. Chlorite is dis 

seminated as flakes intimately associated with microscopic granoblastic 

albite and quartz, and in sanssuritized plagioclase. Epidote minerals 

occur in small disseminated granules and in large aggregates that com 

monly form pseudomorphs after the outline of plagioclase. Qjiartz forms 

microscopic granoblastic grains associated with epidote minerals, albite, 

and chlorite, and forms megascopic aggregates of granoblastic grains. 

Albite is the dominant plagioclase, but the composition of the plagioclase 

probably ranges from -^95 to Abg^. The albite occurs in irregular, micro 

scopic granoblastic grains and as albitized plagioclase crystals that are 

pseudomorphic in form after the original plagioclase. Sericite is not 

abundant but is widespread as small flakes scattered throughout the al 

bitized plagioclase crystals. A few flakes are commonly scattered through 

out the reconstituted parts of the rocks. Leucoxene, in irregular shaped 

masses, is widespread bnt not abundant.
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CHAPABEAL GULCH MJSTAVOLCAHICS 

Distribution

$he Chaparral (rulch raetavolcanics, here named froia the good 

exposures in Chaparral Gulch, are exposed in a northeast-trending 

"belt in the western part of the area (pi. l). Pre-CanObrian igneous 

rocks that were intruded along faults "bound the Chaparral Gulch neta- 

volcanics on. the northwest and on the southeast; hence the thickness 

of the formation is not known, "but its outcrop width ranges from 1500 

feet to a little over 3500 feet, fhe extent of the motavolcanlcs to 

the northeast beneath the alluvium of Lonesome Valley is not known. 

It is not present "between the Spud Mountain laetafcreccia and the 

Indian Hills metavolcanics where these rocks arc seen si* miles to 

the north on the east side of Lonesome Valley. The extent of the 

formation to the southwest has not "been determined. 

Stratigraphy

Because dikes, which were intruded along faults, bound the 

Chaparral (rulch metavolcanics» their age relations to adjacent forma 

tions are not known. Perhaps if the stratigraphie relationships 

of the format-ion were known, it would not merit formp-tional rank.

The Chsparral Gulch, metavolcanics are composed of interbedded 

metarhyolite and meta-andesite. Hetarhyolite is subordinate to mets- 

aadeaite tuffs. In the section eisposed rceta-andesite tuff lies 

above and "below the ineta-rhyolites and forms "both the top and "bottom 

of the raetavolcanics. An estimate for the exoosed thickness in the



southern part of the area is 1500 to 2000 feet. Shear has thinned 

unite differentially to such an extent that any thickness estimates 

are only applicable locally. Bedding, determined from original sorting 

that is still risible in the distribution of saussuritited plagioclase, 

is parallel to foliation except in the crest of the anticline exposed 

in the southwest part of the formation. Two top determinations on 

graded bedding in the southern part of the unit indicated top to the 

east along the southeast edge of the Chaparral metavolcanics. 

Petrography

The Chaparral (Julch metavolcanics were sheared more intensely 

than any other rocks in the district. They show a strong tendency for 

the micaceous minerals and quartz-albite to separate into individual 

bands. Many of the relict plagioclase crystals have been fractured 

into several parts that are now separated. Bands of very fine-grained 

granoblastic aggregates may indicate former mylonite zones.

Keta-andesite tuff

The meta-andesite tuff varies in texture, structure, and 

nineral composition, hence in physical aspect* The dominant type is 

characterized by the assemblage chlorite~sericite-albite-epidote~ 

; it is a fine-grained, very well foliated rock that varies 

color from green or light green, to green with irregular patches

streaks of light-green and white. The color changes reflect 

tn« variation in relative amounts of the component minerals and even 

differences in the mineral assemblage itself. The mixture of sub«-



ordinate amounts of rhyolitic material vith the predominant andesitic 

detritus has pro&icad the variations, and where rbyolitie material 

"became dominant, it formed the aotarhyolite tuff intsrbedded with 

the meta-andesite tuff* Sosce metarhyolite toff "beds, too thia to

"be raatroed, are erratically distributed throughout the neta-andesite
in 

tuff. Quartz ii granptolastic grains or aggregates of granohlastic

grains. Albite occurs in relict crystals enclosing srdcroscopic 

grains of sericite, epidote, and chlorite and in microscopic grano- 

blastic or cataclastic grains associated with quarts» chlorite, and 

epidote. Sericite, as concentrations in "bands, is associated with 

chlorite, and occurs also as disseminated flakes in the alhitized 

plagioclase crystals.

Interbedded with the meta-andesite tuff containing consider 

able sericito are "beds characterized "by the assemblage chlorite- 

a^hite-epidote, vith only a little accessory sericite and quartz. 

These "beds are dark green. They contain abundant megascopic ssus- 

 uritized plagioclase and hare a much less pronounced foliation. 

These "beds are regarded as relatively pure meta-andesitic rocks. 

All gradations are found "between them and the fine-grained, sericitic 

meta-andesite tuffs. Microscopically the meta-andesite tuffs are 

cosrpoaed of chlorite, aericite, albite, epidote, clinozoisite,

aagnetite, and leucoxene. Microcline was not recognized 

aay he present.



Hetarhyolite flow

The rocks here called metarhyolite flow may "be in part meta 

rhyolite tuff. The "basis for calling them flow rocks is apparent 

relict flow "banding in the northern exposures of the unit. The unit 

appears distinct from the metarhyolite tuffs, though the significance 

of the banding may he doubtful. The metarhyolite flow has a much 

less pronounced foliation and appears more granular. In thin-sectlofc 

it is seen to contain more feldspar and much less sericite than the 

raetatuff . Although this feature dees not proye the rock is a flow, 

the more f elspathic rock has apparent flow "banding and no recognisable 

sedimentary features, whereas the sericitic metarhyolite has sedi 

mentary features "but no flow "banding*

The metarhyolite flow, characterized "by the assemblage sericite- 

microcline-albite-quartz, is white to pink on fresh and weathered 

surfaces. It is foliated, "but locally foliation is not prominent, 

especially where sericite is sparse. Quartz and feldspar, in grains 

not orer one mm. in diameter, are the megascopic minerals.

Thin-sections show that the metarhyolite flow is composed of 

sericite, albite, microcline, quartz, and carbonate. Albite, micro- 

cline, and quartz occur both in residual megascopic crystals and in 

microcrystalline, irregular-shaped grains; aericlte is in flakes. 

Carbonate occurs in sparsely disseminated grains.

It is not clear whether the plagioclase was originally albite or 

whether it was an intermediate plagioclase that was albitised during 

aetamorphi sm.
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Ketarhyolite tuff

The metarhyolite tuff occurs in two -units. The more westerly 

 unit is white or rarely a light pink. The eastern "band is most com 

monly light "buff "but locally contains sufficient chlorite to give 

some tends a greenish cast. The planar structure, which in places 

looks like foliation and in other places like "bedding, is very even 

and closely spaced*

Quartz and feldspar are the only truly megascopic minerals, 

"but sericite is ooviously present, as indicated "by the lustre and 

color of the cleavage planes of the rock. In section quartz and 

sericite are more abundant than ndcrocline and albite; there is a 

trace of chlorite in the upper unit. Megascopic quartz, microcline, 

and albite "blastoporphyritic crystals are set in a foliated micro 

scopic matrix of cataclastlc and granohlastic sericite, quartz, 

nicrocline, and a little albite.



IHDIAH HILLS HSTAVOLCAHICS

The Indian Hills metavoIconics, here named from the exposures 

in the Indian Hills in the Mingas Mountain quadrangle, occur in the 

northwestern part of the area, largely mapped "by Krieger and Eckstein. 

The metarhyolites and meta-andesites crop out in north-trending "bands 

about 2500 feet and 3000 feet vide respectively. They are "bounded 

on the south "by a fault contact, along which pre-Cambrian diorite 

was intruded, and are overlapped on the north by alluvium of Lone 

some Talley. A large mass of diorite lies west of the metarhyolite. 

To the east the meta-andesite passes into dense, mafic metamorphic 

rocks (not shown on plate l) whose origin is uncertain.

Horthward-trending foliation is pronounced in the metarhyolite 

and the western* part of the meta-andesite in all areas away from 

the southern contact with the diorite. As the southern contact is 

approached from the north, the foliation and formation swing from 

north to northeast, tending to parallel the contact. This change in 

attitude of the foliation is due either to drag along the pre-Cambrian 

fault or to the local development of a new foliation roughly parallel 

to the fault.

The metarhyolite is a fine-grained pink rock in which crystals 

of quartz and feldspar are visible in a microscopic matrix. In 

places "banding suggestive of flow banding occurs. It is not known 

vhether the metarhyolite represents lava, tuff, or a combination 

of both, A thin-section from the small band of metarhyolite south
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of latitude 34° 30 1 is composed of 60 percent quartz, 30 percent 

potash feldspar, and 10 percent sericite. The quartz and feldspar 

occur in granoblastic grains, commonly separated "by cat ac las tic 

zones. The sericite occurs in flakes. The texture closely resembles 

that of an aplite. Toward the east the metarhyolite grades into 

the meta-andesite.

The meta-andesite is dark green. It is composed of meta- 

andesite flows, meta-andesite flow "breccia, and some metatuffaceous 

sediment. Amygdules of quartz and carbonate are common and widely 

distributed in the metaflows, and pillow structures were recognized 

at one locality. Metamorphosed flows are more abundant in the eastern 

part of the unit. Westward, interheds of metasediinenta increase 

in abundance until they predominate over flows.
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CRISIS 0? THE FHB-CAHBRIAH MSTAVOLCAHIC ROCKS

The following table suiaaarizes the common mineral assemblages 

recognized in the pre-Cambrian metavolcaaics. 

Table !.  Conciron mineral assemblages in  pre-Canbrian Eietavolcaaics

1. Chlorite-alblte-epidote-
clinozoisite _____

meta-andesite 
breccia

'Texas Gulch 
formation

2+ Qttartz-sericite jaetarhyolite tuff
3« Chlorite-sericite-albite-j

quarts-carbonate.____'
meta-andesite tuff Iron King 

raeta-siidesite
Actinolitic hornblende- 
oligoclase^e^idote

meta-andesite troff 
and f lov______I

Cailorite-albite-epidote | 
(with or without goartz)!

meta-andesite tuffj 
and

6. Sericite-craartz-aTbite aetarhyolite tuff
Chlorite-albite-clino- 
zoisite or epidote-
quartz _______

metabreccia and i 
tuff

Spud Mountain 
metabreccia

8. Actinolitic hornblende- 
alb i t e-cHnozoisite___

9. Actinolitic hornblende- 
chlorite-albite-clino- 
zoisite______________

do

10. Chlorite^albite
11. Chlorite-sericite-albite-

er)i do t&-quart a______
meta-an.desit© tuffj Chaparral Gulch 
________________! netavolcanics

12. Chlorite-albite-Qpidote

Sericite-mlcrocline- 
ouartz-albite

metarhyolite tuff j 
and flov____ i

In large part the mineral assemblages comprising the meta- 

andesites and inetarhyolites represent dvnaaotherisal metamorphic facies 

derived from normal volcanic rocks under low temperature and moderate 

stress. Certain of the assemblages, notably 3, 10, and 11 in Table 1, 

may require some special explanation.
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The nsetamorohism of much of the mets-andesite tuff, all the 

meta-andesite flows, the Spud Mountain metabreccia, and the meta- 

andesite breccia of the Texas Gulch formation haTe yielded mineral 

assemblages (l, 4 f 5, 7, 8, 9 and 12 of Table l) which are expectable 

from andeaitic volcanics. Turner (l9^» p. 52) utilized the follow 

ing schematic representation to indicate the transformation of basic 

igneous rocks under low-grade conditions into stable metamorphic 

derivatives that are similar to those referred to in Table 1: 

Aogite (or hornblende) T plagioclase -* ilmenite i- water ~ 

actinolite-ir chlorite (aluminous) -fr epidote T- albite 

-r sphene, or - chlorite -»- epidote  *- albite + sphene 

(with minor quartz).

Barker (1939» pp. 280-281) gives essentially the same assemblages 

as being the normal products of low-grade regional metamorphisia of 

basic lavas and tuffs, and Eskola (1939, pp. 357-359) classifies 

rocks with these metamorphic assemblages under his greenschist facies 

and indicates that the minerals are stable under conditions of low 

temperature and moderate stress. Button (19^9, p. 50) states that 

the greenschist of Western Otago, Hew Zealand, which includes albite- 

epidote-chlorite and albite-epidote-actinolite schists are the re 

sults of low-grade dynamothennal metamorphism of basic igneous rocks. 

He has furnished additional proof (Hutton 19**0, p. 51) by two chemical 

analyses. The analysis of an albite-epidote-actinolite-chlorite 

schist is reasonably close to that of a quartz gabbro, whereas an 

actinolite-chlorite-albite schist was remarkably similar chemically 

to a basalt.
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The metamorphic assemblages developed from metarhyolites are 

given "by 2, 6, and 13 of table 1. The products of low-grade meta- 

morphisia of rhyolitic roclcs are predictable from a knowledge of tlie 

bulk coinposition and the minerals stable under those conditions. 

The following schematic representation indicates the nineralogical 

t ransf orsiat i ons:

Plagioclase *- orthoclase -t- quartz f biotite (sznall

amount}-*- C02 f vater = albite T- quarts -t- sericite

-f carbonate t- chlorite (small amoxmt).

Apparently potash feldspar can occur vith the products as a 

relict or can "be converted completely to sericite. la general the 

inetarhyolites consist of normal mineral assemblages in the correct 

proportions, but some possible variations are noteworthy. !Ehe meta- 

rhyolite tuffs and flows in the Chaparral Chilch metavolcanics do 

not contain any visible carbonate and the tixia-sections show only 

a trace. It seems possible that the original plagioclase may have 

been albitic. If so, the original rocks vere probably quartz kera- 

tophyres instead of rhyolites. Hovever, the solubility of carbonate 

is so great with respect to other minerals present that the possi 

bility of removal of the carbonate in solution exists. Hone of the 

metarhyolites contains more than a trace of chlorite which probably 

reflects a very low mafic content in the parent rocks*
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The assemblages represented by 3 and 11 of table 1 represent 

bulk compositions intermediate between that of the meta-andesites 

and metarhyolites previously discussed* The field occurrence of 

these rocks suggests that they represent a mixture of rhyolitic and 

andesitic tuffaceous sediments. The chlorite-sericite-albite-quartz- 

carbonate assemblages in the eastern metatuff member of the Iron King 

meta-andesite grades into the dominantly rhyolitic purple slate and 

metarhyolite tuff traits of the Texas Gulch formation through a green 

slate that contains an abundance of both sericite and chlorite. The 

western pare of the Terns Gulch formation has here and there slightly 

chloritic bands that appear to anticipate the gradational change 

into the Iron King meta-andesite. In the lover metatuff unit of the 

Iron King meta-andesite irregularities in the relative amounts of 

the mineral constituents from bed to bed suggest a mixture of detritus 

from different sources. Quartz and orthoclase or potash-bearing clay 

minerals were probably the parent minerals for the quartz and sericite 

In the eastern tuff unit. The presence of biotite, which results 

from reaction between sericite and chlorite with increase in the 

grade of metamorphism, indicates the presence of available potash. 

The lack of potash in strictly andesitic rocks resulted in the 

formation of actinolitic hornblende in place of biotite under similar 

grade conditions. The paucity of epidote minerals indicates either 

original albitic plagioclase or metamorphic conditions of the lowest 

grade in which carbonate was formed in place of epidote minerals.



3?here is little doubt that the chlorite-sericite-albite-epidote- 

quartz assemblage in the Chaparral Gulch metavolcanics represents 

a mixture of* andesitic and rhyolitic detritus, as all gradations 

"between the two types ezist. Although meta-andesite predominates, 

metarhyolite detritus occurs in "beds ranging in width from a few 

millineters to several hundred feet (pi. l).

Microscopic studies hare yielded some information on the re 

actions "by which the metainorphic minerals were formed. Albite and 

albite-oligoclase occur in two habits, as microscopic granohlastic 

grains and as albitized relict plagioclase. 5?he granoblastic habit 

is characteristic for low-grade metaraorphic rocks and results from 

the separation of the albite component in plagioclase with the 

simultaneous production of epidote minerals. Ho disagreements exist 

as to the general character and end products of the reaction, 

plagioclase + water-^ aTbite 4- epidote minerals, "but the precise 

chemical method by which the transformation is accomplished is much 

debated. Xn thin-section aggregates of albite and epidote minerals 

(with or without small amounts of sericite and chlorite) that retain 

the crystal form of plagioclase indicate the reality of the process.

That plagioclase crystals hare been albitized is shown by 

microscopic evidence alone* Thin-sections of ineta-andosite flows 

show relict plagioclase crystals that have the crystal habit and 

"broad twinning characteristic of phenocrysts in andesites, but are 

albitic in composition* To a lesser extent, sections of meta-andesite 

tuff show similar features. Although some crystals are quite clear
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except for scattered flakes of sericite, others contain various 

amounts of epidote minerals. !Phe crystals preserved "by alhitization 

represent only part of those originally present, and coiarionly are 

those that lie with their long dimension parallel to foliation. 

All the feldspar shows cataclastlc effects. All gradations of frac 

turing, displacement, and granulation exist "between the "best pre 

served crystals which are granulated only around the periphery to 

those whose original occurrence can "be surmised only from a lenticular 

streak of granohlastic grains, fhe crystals that lie transverse 

to the foliation are disturbed the most and only a few whose long 

axes originally made angles of more than 30° with foliation have 

survived. On the other hand, masses of epidote minerals, without a 

trace of associated albite, preserve the outline of the original 

plagioclase crystals. Microscopic grano"blastic albite also is present. 

Hence it would appear that some plagioclase crystals were destroyed 

completely, with the sodium and some silica "being utilized for al- 

"bitization and granohlastic albite, while calcium, aluminum, oxygen, 

and the remaining silica combined with water and possi'bly iron to 

form clinozoisite or epidote. The albitization would require the 

replacement of aluminum "by tetravalent silicon. UJhis reaction would 

release additional calcium and alumina which would unite with addi 

tional silica, oxygen, and water, to form clinozoisite. However, 

calcium is in excess of the amount necessary to combine with aluminum 

to form clinozoisite. It must either react with COg to produce
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calcite or "be removed. The fine granular clinozoisite (or zoisite) 

so common in many of the sections could form in this vay. Although 

the process outlined is theoretical and only a possibility, it does 

utilize the original components to produce the existing minerals 

in the form in which they are known to exist, and it does not re 

quire the introduction of material from an outside source.

In the Iron King meta-andesite actinolitic hornblende occurs 

in a broad band through the central part of the formation. 5he igneous 

rocks in this area, which may have been intruded during the metanor- 

phism, probably account for the higiher temperatures indicated by the 

local development of actinolitic hornblende. The actinolitic horn 

blende in the Spud Mountain metabreccia is more difficult to explain. 

Perhaps it is related to some unexposed offshoot of the large mass 

of granodiorite to the southwest, fhe presence of both chlorite 

and actinolitic hornblende in some assemblages possibly may be 

accounted for by the amount of available quartz besides the obvious 

explanation of incomplete equilibrium. Free quartz is present in 

assemblages containing chlorite and is absent in the assemblages 

containing actinolitic hornblende. Aa actinolitic hornblende forms 

from chlorite by the addition of lime and silica^ possibly the 

abundance of available lime and silica governed the amount of 

actinolitic hornblende formed. Under such conditions chlorite and 

actinolitic hornblende could exist together and represent equi 

librium conditions*
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The assemblage chlorite-albite (assemblage 10, table l), 

which occurred in the transition zone between the Iron King meta- 

andesite and the Spud Mountain breccia is abnormal. It could fom 

in several ways, all of which involve removal of lime prior to or 

contemporaneous with metaraorphisra. The removal of line results 

in a relative enrichment in soda and consequently albitization. 

The local floods of quartz-epidote veinlets in certain zones in 

the Spud Mountain metabreccia shows that lime and alumina migrated.
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Pre-Caiabrian intrusive rocks 

GRA1TITE AUD ALA5KITB

Two masses of granite and one of alaskite occur within the 

area shown on plate 1, The granites occur along the eastern and 

western edges of the area, and the alaskite is in the north- 

central part.

The granite mass in the eastern part was mapped only along 

its western contact; its extent to the east is unknown. On the 

north it is "bounded in part "by gabbro, and on the vest and south 

west it is in contact with quartz porphyry. The granite is prob 

ably younger than the quartz porphyry, "but its age relation to the 

gabbro is uncertain. It lies along the western margin of a large 

mass of the Bradshaw granite, as described by Jaggar and Palache 

(1905 t pp. 3-4-)  In. this area the Bradshaw granite is chiefly 

granodiorite and the granite may represent a local yariant.

In outcrop the eastern granite is a light "buff color. It weathers 

to rounded, more-resistant masses that are separated "by areas of no 

exposures, which are coTered "by residual decomposed granitic debris. 

The granite is coarse grained hypidiomorphic granular. It contains 

about 5 percent ("by estimate) of biotite, some plagioclase, and 

abundant potash feldspar and quartz. The granite was not studied 

microscopically.

The granite mass in the western part of the area napped is 

bounded by diorite and gabbro. According to Zrieger and Eckstein
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(oral communication), who mapped the northern part of this mass, 

pegmatitic offshoots from the granite cut the adjacent diorite 

and gabbro, indicating that the granite is younger. This granite 

is a medium-grained rock, and local areas in hand specimens have a 

relict hypidiomorphic granular texture. Biotite, albite, potash 

feldspar, and quartz are the dominant constituents. Potash feldspar 

is about twice as abundant as albite; quartz comprises up to 30 

percent of the rock, and biotite from 5 to 10 percent. Sericite and 

leucoxene are accessory minerals. The textures of the granite have 

been modified considerably by deformation, but an igneous texture 

is still dominant. Quartz is in large part granoblastic. Both 

potash feldspar and albite in places have mylonitic finely granulated 

boundaries and small zones of mylonite are localized at the common 

intersections of several grains. The cores of the feldspar, however, 

have not recrystallized. Some granulation has occurred along small 

fractures.

The alaskite crops out in a small area in the north-central 

part of the area; it is bounded on three sides by the Chaparral 

Gulch metavolcanics and is Overlapped on the north by the alluvium 

of Lonesome Talley. The alaskite is well foliated, perhaps more 

to than any other granitic igneous rock in the district except the 

Cranodiorite dikes intruded along the faults bounding the Chaparral 

metavolcanics..
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Alaskite porphyry forms a "border facies along the south 

western part of the alaskite. Angular fragments of feldspar and 

quartz with smaller amounts of sericite form the dominant mega 

scopic constituents. Although the alaskite was not studied 

microscopically, the quartz and probably part of the feldspar has 

recrystallized.

The age relations of the granite and alaskite to other pre- 

Canbrian rocks in the district are only partly known. The granite, 

alaskite, and the granodiorite, which will be described in the 

following section, are all part of the Bradshaw granite, a gener 

al unit described by Jaggar and Palache (1905) for the vast amount 

of granitic rocks that occur in the Bradshaw mountains. Jaggar 

and Palache (1905 t P» **) describe two modes of occurrence for 

diorite, one, as a marginal facies of the Bradshaw granite, and two, 

as independent bodies. They relate the first occurrence, with 

Justification, to the Bradshaw granite, but for the second they 

do not exclude the possibility of a different period of intrusion, 

d« granite in the western part of the Homboldt region is younger 

than the diorite and gabbro in which it occurs, as previously de 

scribed. But whether or not this represents the general case will

to await additional field work in the district. There are

based on structure for believing this diorite-gabbro body 

be older than others in the Homboldt region.
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GBASODIORITB MD QUAHffZ DIOBI05B

Mapping in the granodiorite area was limited to tracing the con- 
it

tact of this rock and the adjacent metavolcanics. The small mass 

of granodiorite in the northeast and the quartz diorlte in the south 

west corner of the Humboldt region (pi. l) both increase in outcrop 

width into large "bodies of medium- to coarse-grained rock.

fhe 'granodiorite in the northeast corner of the region is a 

medium- to coarse-grained, hypidiomorphic granular rock. Hornblende 

and "biotite axe the characteristic mafic minerals. Quartz is abundant, 

constituting by estimate about 25 percent of the rock. Potash feld 

spar occurs as large pink crystals; plagioclase, more abundant than 

potash feldspar, is white and commonly shows polysynthetic twinning. 

As exposed along the road to Cherry, the granodiorite appears rela 

tively uniform for perhaps ten miles from its western "border.

The quartz diorite, exposed in the southwest corner of the region, 

is a ligjht-colored, medium-grained, granitic rock. Here and there 

around the margins it is deformed, sufficiently so that a crude folia 

tion has developed. The dike of quartz diorite along the eastern 

"boundary of the Chaparral Gulch metavolcanics has "been sheared strong 

ly, and it possesses a pronounced foliation. As a rough approxima 

tion, the marginal, quartz diorite contains from 20 to 25 perc«*nt 

mafic minerals, from 15 to 20 percent quartz, and from 50 to 60° peccerfc. 

feldspar; plagioclase appears to predominate greatly over 

feldspar. Away from the margins, which axe appreciably
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rock is probably a horablende-biotite-quartz diorite. In the mar 

ginal rocks biotita, pleochroic in deep green and light "brown, is 

altered partly to chlorite, and green hornblende to chlorite and 

biotite. The plagioclase is saussuritized; the relict grains con 

sist of abundant epidote and clinozoisite (?), chlorite, and seri- 

cite, all set in a base of albite. Here and there less saussuritized 

oligoclase occurs as small grains or parts of larger crystals. Ortho- 

clase occurs in irregularly shaped grains. Quartz is fractured and 

strained, and commonly exhibits cleavage or regular fractures as a 

result of the; deformation. Accessory apatite is common*

Ho distinction between granodiorite and quartz diorite was made 

for the dike rocks (qtd) that partly bound the Chaparral Gulch meta- 

Tolcanics and for the mass (qd) in the north-central part of the 

Hunholdt region, for these rocks are too strongly deformed and al 

tered for one to distinguish between the two types on the bases of 

megascopic examination and a few thin-sections. They are grouped 

under quartz diorite because of their close spatial relation to the 

quartz diorite mass in the southwestern corner of the Eumboldt region 

and because one of the dikes appears to be an offshoot of the quartz 

diorite. The megascopic constituents of the sheared quartz diorites 

are quartz, sericite, fragments of feldspar, and, rarely, a little 

chlorite. In places the planar structures are so well developed that 

the rock is schistose. Toward the southwest the degree of shearing 

gradually diminishes as the main mass of quartz diorite is approached.
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The age of the granodiorite and quarts diorite is "believed to 

"be tha same as that of the granite, discussed in the preceding sccr 

tion, as this granite, so far as knovn, is a local facies variation 

of the grancdiorite.
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DIOMOT, QUABTZ DIQRIT3, OABBSO, AITD DIABAS2

Mafic, holocrystalline, intrusive rocks, including quarts diorite, 

gabbro, and diabase are widespread throughout the region mapped, com 

monly in small masses (pi. l). Some of the masses are megascopically 

homogeneous in mineral composition and texture, whereas others have 

a considerable range in both composition and texture. In places vhere 

shearing and alteration were pronounced, the writer was usable to dis 

tinguish "between diorite and gabbro. The following table summarizes 

the rock types recognized.

Location Rock type recognized

1. East -central margin of Humboldt 
region

2. Small mass in meta-andesite
breccia, 3?exas Gulch formation

3. Central part of Iron King 
meta-andesite

4. Dike bounding east side of
Chaparr&l Gulch metsvolcanicg

5. Dike bounding west side of
Chaparral Gulch metavolcanics

6» West-central margin of Huiaboldt 
region

1. Oabbro

2. Diorite porphyry

3. Gabbro, diabase

4. Diorite and quartz 
diorite, gabbro (I)

5. Diorite, gabbro (?)

6, Diorite, gabbro, 
diabase
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Diorite and quartz diorite form relatively homogeneous masses 

in the dike "bounding the east side of the Chaparral Gulch raeta- 

volcanics. These masses are chiefly diorite, but near the margins the 

diorite locally grades into a border facies of quartz diorite. These 

rocks generally do not show a megascopic foliation, but metamorphism 

has destroyed completely the original igneous texture. They have a 

medium grain but contain irregular blebs as much as 8 mm. in diameter 

of (l) aggregates of epidote minerals and plagioclase, (2) areas in 

which actinolitic hornblende is concentrated. The rest of the rock 

appears granular. The rock is composed chiefly of granoblastic quartz, 

epidote, clinozoisite, and plagioclase (Abg0_g^), platy chlorite, and 

fibrous actinolitic hornblende.

Mafic diorite is dominant in the dike that bounds the Chaparral 

Gulch metavolcanics on the west, but some gabbro may be present. It 

has a pronounced planar structure that in section is seen to be due to 

irregular cataclastic zones. The mafic diorite is medium grained 

and contains megascopic saussuritized plagioclase, fibrous hornblende, 

and here and there chlorite and a little quartz. The original igneous 

texture is mostly gone, but the saussuritized plagioclase locally is 

still somewhat tabular in outline. A specimen from a mafic diorite 

dike consisted of actinolitic hornblende (30 percent), epidote, clino 

zoisite, albite, and perhaps a few small residual grains of augite. 

Albite grains, some of which are twinned, are fractured and serrated 

around the boundaries; very fine granoblastic albite occurs in the inter 

stices between larger grains. Actinolitic hornblende is in porphyro-

*lasts and disseminated fine needles. The epidote minerals are granoblaatic
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Although diorite is probably the dominant rock type in the mass 

in the west-central part of the Humboldt region, diabase and gabbro 

also were recognized. Mapping by Krieger and Eckstein to the north- 

vest has shown that these rocks form a large, complex mass of mafic in 

trusive rocks. Planar structures in the rock are not pronounced. In 

outcrop the diorite is a medium-grained rock composed of irregular 

"blebs of saassuritized plagioolase as much as 2 mm. In diameter, 

mafic constituents, and epidote minerals. In section plagioclase, 

clinozoisite, actinolitic hornblende, and small amounts of chlorite, 

sericite, and quartz were recognized. Pyrite and apatite are minor 

accessories. The plagioclase is locally saassuritized to epidote 

minerals, chlorite, and sericite. In some crystals alteration is not 

pronounced, and the plagioclase is andesine (near Ab^). In other 

places plagioclase is granoblastic and apparently much more albitic. 

The actinolitic hornblende, as much as 3 nm. in. diameter, is porphyro- 

blastic, enclosing other minerals. Some actinolitic hornblende has 

rims of nonfibrous brown hornblende. Clinozoisite is in small grano 

blastic grains and aggregates.

The diorite porphyry in the meta-andesite breccia unit of the 

Texas Gulch formation consists of relict saussuritized plagioclase 

phenocrysta and irregular blebs of mafic minerals in a fine-grained, 

light green, granular groundmass.'

The gabbro in the east-central part of the Humboldt region be 

tween the granodiorite and granite appears uniform in texture and
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composition in the small part of the mass mapped. The gabbro is medium- 

to coarse-grained and locally has a gabbroic texture. In outcrop it 

consists of subhedral plagioclase and irregular-shaped areas of mafio 

minerals, probably hornblende and residual augite.

The intrusive rocks in the central part of the Iron King meta- 

andesite are chiefly gabbro; however, some ultrabasic types may "be 

present, for in places no feldspar was recognized. These intrusive 

masses are foliated, owing to the presence of oriented fibrous actinolitic 

hornblende, but not especially cleavable. In outcrop the gabbro is medium- 

to coarse-grained and contains fibrous hornblende and granular, saus- 

auritized plagioclase. The gabbro is reconstituted completely. In 

section actinolitic hornblende, epidote, clinozoisite, and albite are 

the major constituents. Actinolitic hornblende, commonly the dominant 

mineral, occurs both in fibrous porphyroblastic grains with ragged termina 

tions as much as 4 mm. in diameter, and in slender curved wisps and 

needles. Oranoblastic epidote and clinozoisite are abundant as fine 

grains and aggregates. Some granoblastic albite occurs, but it is 

subordinate to the actinolitic hornblende.

Diabase, widespread in the region, as indicated in the above table 

(see p. 65). occurs chiefly in small, irregular-shaped masses and dikes. 

The writer has used relict dlabasic texture to distinguish diabase from 

other fine-grained, mafic intrusive rocks. The relationship of diabase 

to the associated mafic rocks is commonly obscure. Ho sharp contacts 

between diabase and gabbro were recognized in the mafic masses in the
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central part of the Iron King meta-andesite or the diorite-gabbro 

along the west-central margin of the Humboldt region. Diabase dikes 

that appear to "be offshoots from the composite dike "bounding the east 

side of the Chaparral Gulch metavolcanics cut the Spud Mountain meta- 

breecia.

The mafic intrusive rocks described in this section of the report 

are clearly intrusive into the Tavapai series. However, their age in 

relation to the granite and granodiorite comprising the Bradshaw granite, 

discussed in the section on granite and alaskite, is not known with 

assurance. In the west-central part of the Eumboldt region pegnatitic 

dikes, originating from the granite, cut the diorite and gabbro, "but 

this constitutes the only clear-cut age relation "between these two rock 

types known to the writer. There are reasons, discussed under struc 

ture, for "believing these diorites and gabbros may "be older than others 

exposed in the region. The additional mapping "being done in the 

Prescott quadrangle "by Krieger and Eckstein probably will establish 

age relations in this general area.
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MBTASHTOLIT2 (?)

The metarhyolite occurs in the Texas Gulch formation, within 

the meta-andesite "breccia and "between the metabreccia and coarse 

grained intrusires. It has a very irregular outcrop pattern that 

in many places crosscuts the regional strike of the meta-andesite 

"breccia.

The metarhyolite has & poor cleavage which cannot "be related to 

the orientation of minerals. The rock is light-colored, either cream- 

colored or white. Kegascopically it is composed of a felsitic ground- 

mass with sparse relict quartz and feldspar phenocrysts. Secondary 

pyrite in veinlets and disseminated crystals are commonly scattered 

throughout the extent of the unit, and where pyrite is abundant, the 

metarhyolite is streaked with iron oxide. In thin-section the meta 

rhyolite consists of relict phenocrysts of quartz and euhedral albite 

in a jaicrocrystalline groundmass. A. little chlorite in irregular 

masses also is present. One quartz grain has the smooth indentations 

characteristic of partly resorbed quartz seen In some rhyolitic rocks. 

The albite crystals have remarkably good crystal forms in "both complete 

crystals and in parts of crystals. Several crystals with perfectly 

developed crystal outlines have cores of groundmass material, and in 

others the crystal faces are developed on three sides, as seen in 

sectional view. The groundmass consists of a microcrystalline aggre 

gate. Under high magnification individual grains have highly serrated 

outlines; they extinguish in an undulatory fashion that is reminiscent 

of devitrified glass.
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Sericite is liberally sprinkled throughout the rock. It ap 

pears to replace chlorite, penetrates quartz grains, and rims the 

albite crystals, all habits that sr^gest a secondary origin.

The metarhyolite is a very puzzling rock. Where first mapped 

the field relationships suggested that it was intrusive, hut the 

widespread indications of alteration suggested that it might "be a 

product of hydrothermal alteration of the neta-andesite "breccia. 

Kioroscopic study, however, gives no indication of a genetic re 

lationship to the raeta-andesite "breccia. The textures appear coia- 

pati"bl« with an intrusive origin.
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QJJARTZ PORPHIKT

Quartz porphyry crops out in a small dike-like body about 700 

feet wide in the central part of the Iron King meta-andesite and 

in a larger mass between the granite &nd the cieta-andesite "breccia 

tinit of the Texas Gulch formation. Several small bodies of the 

quartz porphyry occur in the meta-andesite breccia to the west of 

the main mass.

The quartz porphyry in the Iron King meta-andesite is veil 

foliated, and the western margin and outlying bodies of the eastern 

occurrence of quartz porphyry are more or less foliated, whereas 

the interior part is more massive.

The quartz porphyry is composed of as such as 30 percent of 

rounded relict phenocrysts of quarts and lesser amounts of albite 

in an aphanitic groundmass. Where veil sheared, the groundaass 

contains megascopic sericite. In thin-sections of well-sheared 

specimens, the quartz phenocrysts are seen to be fractured and strained; 

some appear to have been sheared out and recrystallized into len 

ticular aggregates of granoblastic quartz. The crystals of albite, 

where not modified by cataclasis, are euhedral, and commonly show 

closely spaced polysynthetic twinning. The groundnass is composed 

of granoblastic quartz and albite, and of abundant sericite that 

occurs as disseminated, oriented flakes and as "ribbons* that wind 

through the rock. Potash feldspar was not recognized in the sheared 

facies of the quartz porphyry; presumably it was all transformed 

irito sericite.
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locally at least, the rocks along the western margin of the 

eastern mass are believed to "be albitized, as indicated "by a great 

Tariety of synrolectic textures between quartz and albite. This 

feature is described elsewhere. The quartz porphyry in the south- 

easternmost exposures apparently has "been contajninated, for locally 

it contains up to 30 percent "by estimate of mafic minerals, which 

appear to include hornblende, biotite, and chlorite.

The quartz porphyry invades the Iron King meta-andesite and the 

meta-andesite "breccia unit of the Texas Gulch formation, "but itself 

is cut "by diorite. It is probably older than the granite, as the 

quart* porphyry is sheared appreciably near the granite, and the 

granite is not. Although the granite and the quartz porphyry have 

a "frozen" contact, neither cutting of one by the other nor contact 

chilling was seen.
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Cenozoic 

KIlTGuS ?vJOUirTAl.r 3A31L?

The Mingus Mountain "basalt, here 2r.ned fron the excellent exposures 

of thiq rock on !Iingus Mountain in the 'tinrpaa "cuntrJLn nrip/lrrja^lo, 

consists of "basalt and subordinate "basaltic sediments. Mingus Mountain 

"basalt occurs in a larga patch in tha central part of the Ztaoboldt 

region, fend in several small patches on the downthrows side of the 

nornal fault thr.t "bounds the east aide of Lonesome Valloy. Cao sinall 

patch caps a hill f Juut east of the A<^ia Fria River, southeast of 

Humboldt. Large areas in the Bradahsw quadrantjlQ nnd snich of the 

summit area in the Blsck Hills tovaxd the northeast are covered "by 

basalt. All the patches are rennants of a basalt blaakat thr,t vaa 

widespread over this part of Arizona.

The "basalt is a dense, "black to d&rk-£ray, vesicular flow rock 

with interhedded flow "breccia. Basaltic sediments occur only ia the 

large exposure south of Humboldt, 3!hey are well-hedded "basaltic 

and ̂ ravols th£s,t r/ro"bahly filled irregular depressions on the 

during the period when vulcanisa was active. Such sodinents are 

connon in the fcaaalta that c^p I lingua Mountain in the 3l£dc Hi 113, 

twenty niiles to the northeast. I'he "bassltic acdinenta near Hun'ooldt 

crtr> out alon^ tha north wall of the strean c^jayon thnt "bisects the 

exposure of "basalt. Southward they pinch out and the "basalt rests on 

unconeolidated gravels.



The "basalt is porphyritic, with phenocrysts of olivinecwad augite
i

in a hypohyaline groundnass containing microscopic plagioclosstlaths.

Though the age of the "basalt is uncertain, it antedates the fault 

ing along the east side of Lonesome Yalley, and hence the present 

topography of the district. Mr. Kendall of the Ground Water Branch 

of the IT. S. Geological Survey found vertebrate remains in &» gravels 

near Prescott, Arizona. As the gravels are interbedded witb "basalt 

flows, it is quite possible that these lavas and gravels are essen 

tially contemporaneous with those at Huaiboldt, which are atart 12 miles 

from the Prescott occurrence. Dr. C. L. Gazin of the KatiowL Ifoseum,
*

Washington, D. C., tentatively dated the vertebrate remains *s Pliocene 

or Pleistocene, the assemblage not "being diagnostic of any smaller 

time interval. Hence, a questionable age of Pliocene or Ptei3tocene 

is the "best that can "be assigned to the Mingus Mountain "basal* at 

this time.
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ALLUVIUM

Alluvium of Lonesome Vallev I; -widespread in the central ptrt 

of the Eumholdt region. Sroall crosionai rennrnta of gravels occur 

in the southwest part of the region, **11 above Lonesome Valley.

At least three different grwrels are represented under the head 

ing alluvium. The youngest gray«ts fora the river wash, along the Agua 

Ma River and tributary streams. The gravels of intermediate age 

constitute the fill of Lonesome Tallqf; this fill is now being dis 

sected a-3 the Agua 3Tia deepens its c-myon in the pre-Ccmbrian "bed 

rock downstream. The oldest graarels sre interbedded vith the Mingus

Mountain "basalt.

The oldest gravels, esposed "beneath the basalt south of Hunboldt, 

are tmconsolldated and unsorteA Iwsi^ers, gravels, and sands. Gen 

erally the rabbles and boulders or* rounded to subrounded. Basaltic 

types predoainate, but pre-Cvabriaa and Paleozoic rock types also are 

veil represented*

The gravels of intermediate s^s, best exposed in the valla of 

the Agua Tria Hiver in Lonesone V«il«^, are crudely bedded. Seds 

composed of gravel and boulders olttraate with thicker units contain 

ing sand-, silt-, and clay-size particles. The gravel and boulder 

beds in part may represent stream channels, for in Lonesome Valley 

certain wells» vhich draw much wetter from a gravel bed far above 

bedrock, are arranged in a line. Giant cottonvood trees were the 

guide to this water channel. fh»fjmvel% and boulders in the fill



of Lonesome Valley comprise basalt and Paleozoic and pre-Cambrian 

rock types. The ratio of "basalt to other rock types is lover in the 

gravels of intermediate age than in the gravels interbedied with the 

"basalt.

The Hecent river vash is the material being carried down and de 

posited "by the ephemeral streams draining the district. In general 

it is heterogenous but consists chiefly of pre-Canbrian rocks. Sand- 

sized and larger fragments are all that are deposited; the finer 

material is carried away.

The age of the alluvium varies from Pliocene (?) or Pleistocene 

(?) to Hecent. The alluvial fill of Lonesome Valley is probably chief 

ly of Pleistocene age. Lonesome Valley certainly received sediments 

as the result of movement along the fault on the eastern side of the 

valley. As this fault offsets the basalt, valley fill must have 

accumulated in post-basalt time* probably including at least part 

of the Pleistocene epoch. The remnants of gravels perched on the 

lower slopes of the hills adjacent to Lonesome Valley and the terraces 

in the valley show that erosion has been active for a considerable 

time, probably since some time in the Pleistocene.
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STRUCTURE

General features

The structure of the Eumboldt region is complicated, so much 

so that the evidence for some of the structural elements is not found 

within the small area mapped, and for others only a tentative explana 

tion can be offered.

All the pre-Cambrian rocks are foliated, except the interior 

parts of the larger intrusive bodies. The foliation has two major 

trends, (l) north to S. 20° ¥. and (z) H. 20°-45° S. She north- 

to northwest-trending foliation is dominant in the Indian Eills 

metavolcanics and in the Spud Mountsdn metabreccia, and the north 

east-trending foliation is dominant in the Iron King cieta-andesite, 

Chaparral Gulch laetavolcanics, and Texas Gulch formation. To a 

lesser extent the northeast-trending foliation also occurs in the 

Spud Mountain sietabreccia, and is superimposed locally in individual 

outcrops on ths north-trending foliation. Either the deformation 

contributing to the northeast-trending foliation occurred in tvo 

periods, separated, locally at least, by intrusion of igneous rock, 

or igneous rocks were intruded during the period when the deforrjation 

producing this foliation was active. !The northeast-trending foli&tion 

be younger than the folds in the Texas G-ulch formation.

j?ha relation of igneous intrusion to cleforar.tion is not everywhere 

ar, partly because the relative ages of cone of the roc^ masses

not been determined satisfactorily. Igneous intrusion and
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deformation may have "been essentially conteaporaneous, and hence, al 

though the strike of foliation in two separate igneous masses may 

vary in trend, the time gap may have "been short, and "both igneous 

masses products of a single intrusive period. The diorite-gabbro 

complex west of the Indian Hills metavolcanics nay he older than 

other mafic "bodies, as the former is cut "by the north-trending planar 

structures, and the others, in part, were emplaced along northeast- 

trending structures. The quartz diorite in the western part of 

the region appears to "be younger than the north-trending foliation, 

and the granodiorite, granite, and gabbro in the eastern part of 

the Hunboldt region have no obvious time relationship to either 

structural trend.

Taults undoubtedly are far more abundant than one would Judge 

from a casual inspection of plate 1. The difficulty in recognizing 

faults is partly due to the lack of marker beds in the Iron King meta- 

andesite, Spud Mountain inetabreccia, and Indian Hills metavolcanics, 

and partly to the difficulty of distinguishing faults fron foliation. 

Considerable movement could have occurred along a relatively narrow 

zone in the foliation and never be recogaized, as deformation was 

sufficiently strong to give all units and structural elements a gen 

eral tendency toward parallelisn. The relations of the folds to 

one another in the Texas Gulch formation strongly suggest consider 

ate transport parallel to the planar structure. The Lonesome Talley 

fault is the only one exposed in the Huiaboldt region that is known
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to have post-CsmDrian movement. It moved the gravels of Lonesome 

Valley ago-inst pre-Caribrian rocks in Pleistocene (T) tine, hut 'b/ 

analogy vith the Verde fault, vhich "bounds part of the Sir-cls Kills 

on the east, the Lonesoni3 Valley fault rirvy have moved in p-rs-Cr.Tnbrian 

time also. A pre-Ca^'bricvn and z. Tertiary period of noveaent for the 

Verde fsalt vas established "by detailed geologic roappirig in the 

vicinity of the United Verda mine at Jerome (Betier, 1933, p. 51).

Folds large enough to duplicate formations were not provsd. 

3?he outcrop pattern of the purple si-ate and the netarhyollte tuff 

units in the Texas Gulch formation suggests tight folds of small 

magnitude and the mapping of "beds has proved folds in three differ 

ent places. Lanticularity of the netarhyolits tuff, however, may 

in sotae places explain the outcrop pattern. If lenticulsrity ezists, 

there is no assurance whether it results from deformation or from 

original deposition. Many folds similar in scala to those loiown and 

"believed to exist in the Texas Gulch formation could "be masked "by 

the uniform lithology in the Iron ling meta-and-aaite and the Spud 

Mountain meta^reccia. Ons nearly isoclinal anticline was recognized 

in the Chaparral Sulch metavolcanics.
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Pre-Caiabriaa structure

As in nost regions of strong cynariic deformation, the Eumtoldt 

region shows a rough parallelism cf all structural elements. With 

increasing intensity of'deformation, the parallelism increases, 

until under extreme defoliation the crests and troughs of folds are 

the only discordant elements; axial planes of folds, fold limbs, and 

foliation ail are parallel; and locally the linear structures have 

a conaon rake. Although ^e HunboltLt region has not reached the ex- 

treaa condition, it shows a tendency toward parallelism of the struc 

tural elements within a given structural "block. The structural pattern 

la cosrplicated in the Spud Mountain Eietahreccia "by the superposition 

of one structural trend upon another.

Bedding and foliation are commonly "but not always parallel. 

In general "bedding dips at a high angle and ranges in strike from 

north to northeast. The local variations are illustrated on plate 1. 

Bedding exerts control on the foliation chiefly as a plane of weak 

ness along which slipping is more apt to occur, if the tendency is 

to "break in that general direction. 2kkerakarap (1939, pp. 719-742) 

shovn in a series of controlled experiments in a pressure "DOT

an earlier planar structure tends to control later planar struc-

that, ia a homogeneous mass, would form in a different direc- 

0:L» In the Humboldt region there are numerous examples of folia-

Parallel to "bedding and of foliation discordant to "bedding.
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The north-trending foliation is one of the oldest structural 

elements recognized in the Honboldt region. It is the dominant 

structure in the Indian Hills metavolcanics and in the diorite- 

gaVbro complex and granite lying toward the west. Both the north- 

trending and later northeast-trending foliation are found in the 

Spud Mountain metabreccia, locally in the same outcrop. The meta- 

"breccia also exhibits anomalous northwest-striking foliation near 

Spud Mountain. Ho counterpart for such a northwest-trending structure 

was observed elsewhere in the region, and its significance is unknown. 

The foliation in the Indian Hills metavolcanics,near the diorite 

dike "bounding the Chaparral Gulch metavolcanics on the west, has 

a northeast strike. The change in strike suggests drag along the pre- 

Cambrian fault along which the diorite dike later penetrated* How 

ever, the change in strike may indicate a new foliation formed paral 

lel to the fault* In either case, it demonstrates the younger age 

of the northeast structural trend in the Chaparral Gulch metavolcanics. 

In the Spud Mountain metabreccia the north-trending planar structure 

is dominant, whereas the northeast structural trend is prominent

locally.

Hortheast structural elements, which include foliation, Joints, 

and faults, dominate in the Iron King meta-andesite and Chaparral 

Oulch metavolcanics, and are present in the Texas Gulch formation 

and Spud Mountain raetabreccia. Foliation strikes generally K. 20°- 

30° E., except in the Chaparral Gulch metavolcanics where it is about
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H. 45° 2.; dips range from ?0° V., through vertical, to 70° 2. 

West dips are far more abundant. In the southern part of the Texas 

Gulch formation the foliation swings toward the northwest, "but the 

lithologic units and the contact of the granodiorite (including the 

granite) on the west show the same change in strike. The cause of 

the change in strike is not clear, "but perhaps it is related in some 

way to the configuration of the more massive granodiorite. In the 

Spud Mountain metabreccia the northeast planar structures are repre 

sented "by fractures and local zones of foliation. The northeast- 

trending fractures are not abundant, "but are well exposed in several 

places near the eastern contact in the southerly parts of the map. 

Movement on the fracture planes could not "be established. Zones of 

northeast foliation are most common in the eastern part of the 

metabreccia and are represented "by small zones of shear. Where 

well exposed they consist of zones of various widths of foliated 

rock that cleaves easily along the northeast foliation. These 

zones are separated by more massive metafcreccia, which cleaves with 

difficulty along the north-trending foliation.

Idneation, manifest "by mineral streaks in the foliation plane, 

plunges north in the Iron King meta-andesite and in the northern 

part of the Texas Gulch formation, "but in the more southerly exposures 

of the Texas Gulch formation it plunges south. Lineation was not 

apparent in the Chaparral Gulch metavolcanics, "but the anticline 

plunges north, at least in its southern part.
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Tentatively the structural coordinates for the northeast struc 

tural elements can "be defined for the area in which the lineation 

plunges northwards. Although there is considerable doubt whether 

the lineatioa narks the *a" or "b* direction, the north-plunging 

fold in the Chaparral Gulch metavolcanics suggests it is the "b f? 

direction. The foliation plane defines the "a-b" plane and *b* 

 plunges north at angles of 60° to 80°. The H c" direction is per 

pendicular to the plane of foliation.

Ho folds large enough to duplicate formations were proven in 

the Eumboldt region, but three small folds are known in the Texas 

Gulch formation, and the outcrop patterns of the purple slate end 

the metarhyolite tuff strongly suggest others. A larger fold appears 

probable in the area cut by section C - C*, plate 1» where both a 

metarhyolite and a purple slate unit bend around as if involved in 

the sane fold. It is uncertain whether certain discontinuous outcrops 

are due to folds or to primary lenticularity, a common feature in 

volcanic sedimentary rocks. As bedding within some lithologic units 

has been obliterated almost entirely, the cause of an outcrop termina 

tion in them cannot be proved. Nevertheless plunging folds seem best 

to account for the map pattern of the largest units that stop abrupt 

ly. Two folds, both established by mapping metaconglomerate beds, 

lie in juxtaposition. The metaconglomerate bed could not be traced

one fold to the other. Furthermore both folds appear to be 

the same sense, that is, both synclines or anticlines, Judging
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"by their direction of plunge and their relations to adjacent "beds. 

Thus it seems probable that an intervening fold hr.s "been sheared 

or squeezed out. Close examination of the zone betvreen the tvo folds 

did not reveal a fault, only a strong folintion. If folding dominates 

the outcrop pattern, then much movement along the wall developed 

planar structures, such as this, is necessary to explain the relation 

of these folds, sad some folds must plunge north and others south. 

If, however, the outcrop pattern is due to primary lenticularity, 

it may give no clue to the amount of transport along the planar 

structures.

The age relations of the folds and foliation in the Texas Gulch 

formation were not established vith certainty; however, the writer 

"believes that the folds may be the older. The regional strike of 

the lithologic units and of the fold axes, where known and inferred, 

are north; whereas the foliation, except near the granitic textured 

intrusive rocks, is dominantly 5. 10°~15° 2. The small area of 

Texas Gulch formation in the. Htunboldt region does not prove that the 

northeast foliation is dominant, However, if the regional exposures 

of the Texas Gulch formation for about 15 miles to the north are 

considered, the small angular discordance "between the general trend 

of the foliation and that of the lithologic units "becomes much more 

impressive. Thus it appears possible that the northeast foliation 

was superimposed on the north-trending folds.
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!Phe anticline in the Chaparral Gulch netavolcanics contains a 

raetarhyolite tuff "bed which is ouch thinner on the southeast liisb 

than on the northwest limb; this thinning is believed to have resulted 

from shear, as foliation is very pronounced throughout the formation. 

The rocks in the crest of the fold are either much attenuated or, 

more probably, the plunge of the fold "becomes nearly horizontal, 

for the netarhyolite tuff continues northward as a band from the 

point where both limbs of metarhyolite tuff meet in the crest of the 

fold. This fold appears to be related to the deformation producing 

the associated planar structures.

Though folds large enough to duplicate formations can not "be 

proved, at least one is possibly present. The lithologic similarity 

of the netarhyolite tuff and conglomerate unit In the Iron King raeta- 

andesite and of the metarhyolite tuff unit in the Texas Gulch forma 

tion is striking. Rocks are megascopically identical and the sane 

rock types are represented in the conglomerate beds of both units. 

If the two units are in reality the sans, the western neta-andesite 

tuff unit of the Iron King meta-andesite might be correlated with the 

western meta-andesite tuffs of the neta-andesite breccia unit in 

southerly exposures of the Texas Gulch formation. The Spud 'fountain 

metabreccia would then be correlated with the eastern part of the meta- 

andesite breccia unit in the Texas Gulch formation. However, the two 

breccias are only similar in that both are composed predominantly of 

neta-aridesite fragments with subordinate netarhyolite fragments.
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l!he meta-andesite fragments in. the Spud I'ountair. metalreccia are 

porphyritic whereas those in the Texs.3 Gulch formation are nozrpor- 

phyritic or sre very inconspicuously porphyritic.

From hers on it "becomes difficult to match rock units on the 

two limbs of the hypothetical major fold. Several possibilities 

exist, all involving faults, for similar lithologic units are no 

longer symmetrically arranged on either side of a hypothetical fold 

ax$s. Presumably the fold axis uould be somewhere in the central 

part of the Iron King raeta-andesite, which contains hornblende-bearing 

mineral assemblages and intrusive rocks.

There are several strong arguments against the existence of 

such a fold. IFo lithologic units have been traced from one limb 

of the hypothetical fold to the other, and the only good lithologic 

natch on both limbs is the metarhyolite tuff and conglomerate unit 

of the Iron King iaet£-andesite with the metarhyolite tuff unit of 

the Texas Gulch formation. Furthermore, all lineation in the Haitt- 

boldt region asd in the area to the north, plunges steeply, This 

indicates that any folds would likewise plunge steeply. l?herefcre, 

if there has bean no major faulting, beds should be traceable from 

one limb of the fold to the other. The similarity of the lithology 

of the two metarhyolitic units could have resulted from a repetition 

of similar conditions of deposition and of material deposited. With 

the present information, the fold erists only as a possibility and the 

map of the Eumholdt region is drawn on the basis that a major fold 

does not exist»
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In large part the symbols for minor folds in the Teoas Gulch 

formation indicate small wrinkles in the foliation. They arc more 

common along the Lonesome Yalley fpult than in any other area of 

equal size and probably resulted from movement along the fault. 

Others are too few and scattered to "be interpreted.

In part, the intrusive history of the igneous rocks can "be re 

lated to the stages of deformation represented "by the foliation. 

The gabhro-diorita complex west of the metavolcanics of the Indian 

Hills is older than, the north-trending foliation, whereas the mafic 

intrusive "bodies in tho central part of the Iron King meta-andesite 

appear to he essentially contenporaneous with the deformation producing 

the northeast structures, as they are controlled and cut "by the north 

east structures. Likewise the diorite and quartz diorite dikes and 

small irregular masses that hound the Chaparral Gulch metavolcanics . 

are "both controlled and cut "by northeast structures. The granodiorite, 

granite, and gabbro in the eastern part of the Euniboldt region have 

no ohvious relationships to either the north- or northeast-trending 

structural elements. The structural features associated with the 

different igneous masses indicate that there are two generations of 

gabbro-diorite intrusives and that the quartz diorite was probably 

emplaced during development of the northeast structural elements.

Faults with movement in pre-Casibrian time are difficult to 

prove in the Huisholdt region, possibly because with strong regional 

deformation the distinction between a fault and planar structures
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representing important lateral transport tends to disappear. The 

planar structures "become "distributive faults." Two faults are in 

dicated strongly "but not proved "by the dikes and irregular shaped 

intrusive masses that "bound the Chaparral Gulch metsvolcanics. Per 

haps they only appear more like faults because they are planes nark 

ing structural discontinuities. The actual amount of movement on 

them may not have been any greater than on some zone within the 

Chaparral Gulch raetavolcanics.

The faults or fractures localizing the Iron King ore deposit 

are postfoliation, as the foliation is intensely deformed next to
* --_.   -

them, and they are assumed to be pre-Canbrian because the Iron King 

ore deposit is analogous in many aspects to the pre-Canbrian inassive

sulfide deposit in the United Verde nine at Jerorie, Arizona^ Although
  - _ " " v

there is no positive evidence for the postfoliation age of the shear 

zone localizing the Kit Carson and Silver 3elt-KcCabe veins, it is 

assumed to be the same age as the fracture system of the Iron King 

mine.
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Pg-leosoic. Kesosoic ar.d Ccnosoic. structure.

The structural history since pre-Crjibriaa lias "been relatively 

simple. Although no lithologic units, which would indicate Paleozoic 

end I'fesozoic deformation, occur in the Hmaboldt region, a section of 

Paleozoic rocks ranging from Ccirnbricn to Permian occurs in the Tilack 

Hills, which hound the Hurriboldt region on the northeast. These 

Paleozoic rocks represent the most southerly extension of the Plateau, 

region, which farther northward contains rocks of Mesozoic ags also. 

Presumably the Huciboldt region was covered at one time "by the same 

Paleozoic section as is exposed in the Black Hills, Thus it would 

appear that the Paleosoic and Mesozoic history of the Euraboldt region 

is essentially analogous to that of the southern Plateau region, 

which amounts to little more than simple uplift and subsidence at 

various times during these two eras. The Paleosoic rocks in the 

Black Hills have a homoclinal dip to the north of perhaps 5°. It 

is "beyond the scope of this paper to review fully the Paleosoic and 

Mesozoic structural history of this region, "but it does appear worth 

while to point out the absence of strong defoliation during these eras,

 ^oaternary deformation in the Honboldt region occurred along the 

Lonesome Yalley fault, which has moved "basalt and the alluvium of 

Lonesome Valley against the pre-Caribrian rocks. The Lonesome Yalley 

fault is a higb-angle normal fault, dipping at about 75° or 80° west 

ward. Although the "basalt might be expected to furnish a datum 

plane "by which the general stratigraphic displacement of the Lonesome
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Valley fault could "be determined, the altitude of the basalt on the 

footvall side of the fault at the tine of faulting is not known, 

nor is it feasible to estimate its general position by extrapolation 

from other areas, as the basalt flowed out on an irregular erosional 

surface. In the Black Eills nearly horizontal basalt rests on gently 

tilted Paleozoic rocks and on pre-Cambriaa rocks; extensive areas 

east and southeast of the Eumboldt region are covered "by basalt and 

related rocks which rest on an irregular surface carved from pre- 

C-ambrian rocks. 'The difference in elevation betv/eea these two occur 

rences of basalt is roughly 2000 feet in about 12 miles, which may 

represent In a general way the relief in the district when the basalt 

was erbruded.
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HYDBOTHSRMAL ALOSBATI02I, 1TQT ASSOCIATED WITH THE IH01T KZ1TQ-

OH2 B2POSI-?

Hydrothermal alteration in zones not associated vith the Iron 

King ore deposit has not "been studied in any detail. Alteration 

that has at least "bleached the rocks has occurred along the Kit 

Carson and KcCabe-Silver Belt veins. The alteration is generally 

restricted to the sheared zones that comprise the veins. Bleaching 

also is common along the Lonesome Talley fault.

A wide alteration zone, characterized by quartz veins, nagnetite, 

and pyrite, occurs within the eastern ineta-andesite tuff unit of the 

Iron King laeta-andesite (pi. l). The zone appears to "be metarhyolitic 

in composition, "but it is not known whether the zone represents an 

altered rhyolite tuff or whether the apparent metarhyolitic composi 

tion is due to hydrothermal alteration. The rocks of this zone are 

predominantly light-colored on fresh fracture "but reddish to "black 

on weathered surfaces owing to stain by iron oxides and possible 

manganese oxide. Sericite is apparently a ma,Jor constituent of the 

rock in contrast to the more chloritic rocks on either side. As 

quartz-sericite-pyrite is a common assemblage in hydro thermally 

altered rocks> the presence of more than average sericite in rocks 

in this vicinity suggests some secondary sericite. Quartz is abundant 

in veins ranging up to several feet in width. The veins in some 

places lie parallel to foliationf but in other places they transgress



it, .5Mid ocjiy contrJLn casts after pyrito and 8"bo-tv/ork* that surest 

the former presence of chr-lcopyrite. Cr.sts rJ"tar pyrlte are cocmon 

In the rock itself. The light color of the rock sight be &ie in 

part to "bleaching by sulfuric acid derived from oxidation of pyrite. 

Koch of the iron stain \mfijoub teoly is due to iron oxide derived from 

pyrite.

The netarhyolite ne~r the granite and granodiorite on the onstern 

margin of the region shows week pyritisstion, and the metn andesite 

"breccia, quartz porphyry, cad netarhyolite show textures thr^t st^^est 

albitizntion. Hot enough specimens vore collected to determine the 

extent of the suggested altitization, "but tne tertures vero roco£?iized 

in specimens taken from localities separated "by several idles. The 

net?.rbyolit0 t wedcly pyritised over its entire extent, contains scat 

tered euhedral pyrite crystals, which form iron-stp.ined casts on 

weathered surfaces. Sone secondary sericite also raay be present, as 

sericite flskes penetrate quarts gr-ina and rin idioblastic albite 

crystals. The albitisation is indicated in the qijgTta porphyry and 

the neta-andesite breccia by pseudoraicro^r^phic textures botveon 

quarts and albite that are very nuch like those described by Cilluly 

(1933) froa aa albite granite nair Sparta, Oregon. In the r.0t^ 

andesite breccia, and netariiyolite it is showx by accretion of albite 

on xenoblasfcic albite grains. Ilia paeudomicro^rc-phic tdzturea con 

sist of various cuaoonts of qoartas end albite interpenetrating each 

other ia irregolar blebs pJid rods. In places the albito develops 

intric:-ite brsnchia^ forns, rosettes, and varied irregular patterns.



Within one quartz-albite pseudomicrographic grain the al"bite has the 

same optical orientation, possibly indicating that in three dimen 

sions the alMte "blebs, rods, and branching forms are integrated, 

fhe replacement origin of the textures is suggested by the large 

Tariations in the relative abundance of quartz and albite from one 

albite-quartz grain to another, and coanonly the albifre appears to 

work out from microscopic fractures or from a central point to form 

the rosettes. However, the most convincing evidence for replacement 

origin is that the texture occurs both in a water-deposited meta- 

andesite breccia and in a quartz porphyry that is intrusive into 

the raetabreccia. That these syaplectic features occur only in rocks 

near the intrusive contact of coarse-grained granitic rocks, lends 

credence to a hydro thermal origin, as a logica.1 source for the al- 

bitizing solutions is at hand, The growth of idioblastic albite 

crystals by accretion of clear albite on granoblastic (?) albite 

grains containing flakes of sericite and granules of epidote min 

erals is perhaps in itself not conclusive evidence of albitisation; 

but when considered in combination with the syraplectic quartz-albite 

testure, it is suggestive.
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IKOH KIEG OHE DEPOSIT

History and production

In 1901 Jaggar and Palache (1905) mapped the Bradshaw Mountains
i 

quadrangle and, although they did not mention the Iron King mine

in the text of the folio, it is indicated on the geologic map "by a 

symbol. In 1922 Lindgren (1926) studied the ore deposits of the 

Jerome and Bradshaw Mountains quadrangles and published some informa 

tion on the history, production, and ore occurrence of the Iron King 

mine. According to Lindgren (1926, p. 128), the first production 

from the Iron King mine was in 1906 and 190? from oxide ores. In 

1^0? it amounted to 1,253 ounces of gold, 35»^91 ounces of silver, 

and 3,933 pounds of copper. Mining activity ceased soon thereafter, 

"but was renewed during World War I "by George Colovocoresses, who mined 

heavy sulfide for his Huraiboldt smelter. By 1922 several thousand 

tons of ore, averaging $8,00 per ton in gold and silver, had "been 

shipped to the smelter.

The mine remained inactive from this period until 1936 when it 

was purchased at a tax sale "by l?red GiVbs t Prescott, Arizona. In 

1937 the Iron King Mining Co. purchased the mine and "began develop 

ment work on the lead-zinc veins. In 1938 a "bulk flotation mill, 

1^0 tons daily capacity, was put into operation and the following 

year converted to differential flotation and increased to 225 tons 

daily capacity. Subsequently the mill capacity was increased to about 

500 tons daily capacity. The Shattuck Denn Mining Corp. purchased 

the physical assets of the Iron King Mining Co. ia 19^2 and has 

operated the mine since that time.
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H. F. Mills (1941, 1947), General Manager of the Iron King 

mine, has described the history, ore occurrence, and mining; and 

H. E. Hendricks (1947) has reported on the milling. The mining 

and milling practices at the mine have "been described further in two 

articles in the Mining World (l944a,

gable 2,   Production of the Iron King Mine. Yavapai County, Arizona,
In terms of metal content
Shattuck Denn

» (Based on figures sup-plied by the Iron Kins Branch.
Mining Corporation)

Metal mined 
tons

1906-1938*

1939

1940

1941

1942

1943

W4

1945

1946 

-^1947

91,929

70,227

65,812

69,159

91,213

75,309

103,231

120,211

117,343
122.368

Gold 
oz.

18,007

9,911

9.239

9,720

12,180

8,672

9,953

13,164

13,322 

15.297

Silver 
oz.

359,746

272,604

266,497

331,746

443,952

317,127

330,841

438,369

471,326 

533.642

Lead 
tons

1,171

936

945

1,160

1,910

1,762

1,979

2,705

2,924 

3.097

Zinc 
tons

3,677

2,927

3,610

3,808

4,965

5,570

7,250

8,742

8,715 

8.463

Copper 
tons

269

175**

164**

173**

228**

203

294

267

251

206

Jotal 926,802 119,465 3,765,650 18,589 57,727 2,230

*some early production estimated ' 
^approximate, but probably very close to actual production
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The production of the Iron King mine from 1906 to 19^? is given 

in table 2. The average grade of all ore mined on the *K)0 and lover 

levels nas been $7.00 per ton in gold and silver, 2.1? percent lead, 

and 6.80 percent zinc. In general, the dollar value of the gold was 

about twice that of the silver.
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Mine water

The Iron King mine has produced consistently about 30 gallons 

of water per minute since 1937 or 1938* When new levels are drained 

through diamond drill holes, the amount of water pumped increases 

appreciably for a short time, "but soon decreases to 30 gallons per 

minute. The mine water is sligihtly alkaline. Additional water for the 

mill is obtained from company-owned wells near Eomboldt and pumped to 

the mine.



general features

The Iron King ore deposit consists of 12 massive sulfide veins 

arranged en echelon on the footvfall of a hydro thermally altered 

zone wfcich ranges from about 100 to 250 feet in width. Perhaps the 

most obvious feature of the Iron King ore deposit is its location 

in a zone of shearing. If other structural controls for the deposit 

exist, they were not recognized. The hydrothenaal alteration occupies 

a zone of general shearing and the veins occupy restricted zones of 

more intense shearing along the footwall.

Qqartz, ankerite, pyrite, and probably sericite, are the intro 

duced minerals in the alteration zone, and quartz, ankerite, and 

pyrite are the recognized gangae minerals in the Iron King veins. 

During a period of intramineral deformation the early minerals were 

fractured and sheared. These structures were the ones that localized 

the ore minerals in the veins. Sphalerite, galena, tennantite, ar- 

senopyrite, and chalcopyrite clearly belong to the ore-forming period 

of mineralization. A little quartz, pyrite, and ankerite also were 

deposited late, but it is not known whether they were introduced 

or were shifted froia some other place in the deposit. A second 

period of hydrothermal sericite accompanied the ore-forming period 

of mineralization. This alteration concentrated chiefly around the 

north ends of the veins.

The veins have been cut by postmineral reverse faults. The 

joaximun vertical displacement known on any of these faults is about 

100 feet.
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Hydrothermal alteration related to the Iron King ore deposit

The alteration zone associated with the Iron King ore deposit 

and those lying nearby are illustrated on plate 2. Three zones of 

alteration were recognized, one directly in contact vith the deposit 

and two others, lying one on either side of the deposit. The central 

zone or hanging-vail alteration zone (so called "because of its rela 

tion to the ore deposit) is the largest; it ranges from about 100 

to 250 feet in width on the surface and extends for over JjQOO feet 

along the strike. It was studied in most detail, as it is "better 

exposed "because of penetration at various levels "by the underground 

openings of the mine.

Three subdivisions, whose contacts are more or less arbitrarily 

placed, were mapped in the study of the surface exposures of the 

alteration zones. These subdivisions are illustrated on plate 2. 

Adjacent to the veins the alteration is most intense, and the rock 

contains a greater concentration of quartz, pyrite, and ankerite. 

Southward this subdivision grades into a zone in which, quartz, 

ankerite, and pyrite are not as abundant "but are still common, 

particularly in zones alternating with others in which the original 

character (meta-andesite tuff) of the host rock is apparent. The 

third subdivision comprises the south end (not shown on plate 2) 

of the central zone and all of the eastern and western zones. 

Sericite appears to "be the dominant platy mineral, pyrite is very 

rare, and secondary quartz and ankerite are not megasco^ically 

abundant except in local patches.



It Is difficult to separate the early Introduced minerals forced 

"by so-called hydrothermal alteration from those that were deposited 

during the ore-forming period of mineralization, as both are products 

of one more or less continuous period of mineralization.

The designation of the early phase of mineralization as hydro- 

thermal alteration is arbitrary, "but useful as a designation to 

distinguish, in the discussion that follows, "between the early wide 

spread introduction of minerals and the concentration of the ore-forming 

minerals in the Iron King vein system. Quartz, ankerite, pyrite, and 

probably sericite are the early minerals deposited throughout the 

hanging-wall alteration zone and probably were concentrated in the 

fracture system which was the predecessor of the ore reins. These 

minerals are known to hare been deposited early because they were 

brecciated and sheared intensely before the ore-forming minerals were 

introduced. Thus it appears that the ore deposit formed during 

deformation. These early minerals continued to be deposited during 

the formation of ore, for quartz, pyrite, ankerite, and sericite 

appear to have been deposited late as well as early. However, it 

is difficult to say whether the late quartz, pyrite, and ankerite 

represent the introduction of actual new material or reworking of 

early-stage minerals*

JU.1 or part of the assemblage quartz-pyrite-carbonate-sericite 

is common in the altered zones of ore deposits. Schwartz (194?, p. 322) 

in a paper summarizing the hydrothermal alteration of porphyry deposits
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gives quartz-sericite-pyrite as a distinct type of alteration in the 

copper deposits at Inspiration-Miami, Say, Sacramento Hill (Bisbee), 

and Castle Dome (in part) all in Arizona and at Bingham (in part) in 

Utah,

The occurrences of the introduced minerals forming the hydro- 

thermal alteration zone are somewhat Taried. Yeinlets and irregular 

patches or lenses of quart*, pyrite, and ankerite are abundant. The 

Teinlets, generally lying parallel to the pronounced planar structure 

but commonly transecting it, consist of all three components, of various 

combinations of two, or of only one. Quartz occurs as a general 

siliclfication as well as in Teinlets in the altered rocks. In thin- 

section the distributed quarts is in microscopic granoblastic-cata~ 

clastic grains. Because of the intense deformation subsequent to the 

introduction of the early hydrothermal minerals, it is impossible to 

distinguish introduced quartz, unless it is in Teinlets, from quartz 

originally present in the metamorphic rocks, even though quartz is 

perhaps several times as abundant in the hydrothermally altered 

rocks. Irregular-shaped quartz grains commonly contain inclusions 

of apatite which may indicate a secondary origin for this quartz* 

Apatite is more abundant in the alteration zone than in the adjacent 

meta-andesite tuffs; in two sections it composed by estimate between 

5 and 10 percent of the rock.

Pyrite occurs as individual crystals disseminated in the altered 

rocks and in Teinlets associated with other alteration minerals. A
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series of individual pyrite crystal* arranged along a given "s-plane* 

is a common feature of the central alteration aone as exposed in the 

underground openings of the Iron King mine. Anker!te, probably be 

cause of its high solubility, appears to accompany both early and late 

stages of mineralization and to vein the last stage sulfide minerals. 

Sericite has two occurrences, (l) in small amounts widespread in the 

alteration sone where it is associated with quarts, pyrite, and ankerite, 

and (2) in local concentrations along the veins and particularly at 

the north ends of the veins. The sericite in the second occurrence 

it believed to be younger than the sericite disseminated in the altera 

tion zone, as the sericite associated with the ore veins and occurs 

in veinlets that locally cut the ore-forming sulfide minerals. How 

ever, distinction between esrly and late hydrothermal sericite could 

not be made in all thin-sections, for in many sections sericite lies 

with its basal section parallel to planar structure whether it formed 

before, during, or after the period of deformation that is the basis 

for distinguishing the early hydrotheroal and the later ore-forming 

period of mineralisation.

It is noteworthy that the hydrothermally altered rocks rich in 

sericite but relatively poor in pyrite and quarts, such as in the 

eastern and western alteration tones and the southern extension of 

the hanging-wall alteration zone, are more or less peripheral to 

the Iron King veins. It is not known whether or not this is significant 

or purely fortuitous.
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Zones in which pyrite, quartz, and ankerite are more abundant 

alternate with others in which these minerals are distributed sparse 

ly, and these successions persist to the walls of the veins, where 

commonly "both pass into sericitic schist. Chlorite is abundant in 

the zones of sparse hydrothermal minerals, "but decreases with increase 

of the hydrothermal minerals. Crosscutting microscopic veinlets of 

chlorit«,»een in a few thin-sections, attest the mobility of chlorite 

during the alteration period.

Por a short distance south of the ore shoots, the Iron King 

veins are composed essentially of quartz, pyrite, and ankerite, and 

these minerals are the host for the ore minerals. Hence it appears 

that during the pre-ore stage well-developed veins were formed in 

the Iron King fracture system while the sheared zone to the west was 

being sporadically mineralized along planar structures and short dis 

continuous fractures. Deformation during the mineralization period 

fractured and granulated these early minerals, as cataclastic and 

mortar textures were recognized in every specimen examined micro 

scopically. Comb quartz in tne pressure shadows of deformed pyrite 

is a common product of the intramineralization deformation*

The outcrops of the alteration zones are generally white to 

cream-colored and of the central zone are stained by iron oxide that 

marks the former presence of pyrite. The white color was attributed 

at first to abundant sericite, but as rocks below the water table 

are generally green, and thin sections from surface rocks contain



abundant colorless chlorite as well as sericite, it is concluded 

that the white color is due in part to "bleaching action of sulfuric 

acid formed by oxidation of pyrite. Lasky (l936 t ?  $ *) has described 

similar "bleaching along »any of the veins in the Bayard area. Central 

Mining District, Hew Mexico. In the outcrops of the central sone 

of hydrothermal alteration casts after pyrite are common, and car 

bonate has been largely dissolved by sulfuric acid.

Vithin the part of the alteration zones illustrated or. plate 2, 
i

small partly altered relicts of meta-andesite tuff are common and 

indicate the host rock for the ore deposit. Toward the south, owing 

to the decreasing amounts of pyrite, ankerite, and quartz, the rock 

adjacent to the veins grades into fine-grained, closely foliated, light** 

colored rock that appears to "be sericitic,

Thin-sections from outcrops of the hydrotherm&l alteration aone 

contain a small amount of a probably clay mineral. The clay (?) 

mineral has a negative 22 of about 35° «**<! a- birefringence near 0.010. 

The indices of refraction could not be determined from the thin-sections 

and not enough vas found for determination in oil mounts of powdered 

rocks. The clay(T) mineral forms irregularly shaped microscopic 

masses composed of fibers or narrow plates commonly oriented at right 

angles to the long dimension of the grain and to the foliation in the 

rock. The growth of the fibers or plates perpendicular to the foliation 

indicates an authigenetic origin later than the last period of deforma 

tion. The clay(l) mineral was not recognized in rocks from underground
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and accordingly is "believed to "be & weathering product. As the mineral 

probably formed in an acid environment produced by oxidization of 

pyrite, a clay mineral from the kaoUnite group would "be most likely. 

Batemari (192?, p. 5^3) has described kaolinization due to oxidation 

of sulfides in the sericitic alteration zone near massive pyrite de 

posits of Bio Tinto, Spain.

Sericite is difficult to place in the history of the deposit, 

for it is erratically distributed in the hanging-wall alteration zone, 

and its habit is not diagnostic of age relative to deformation. 

Underground most concentrations of sericite are closely related to the 

reins and especially to the quartz-rich north ends of the veins, al 

though some exceptions occur. Commonly a narrow sericite septum separates 

the north-end quartz from the remainder of the vein, and unreplaced 

septa of wallrock in the veins are generally sericitic. Generally, 

masses of sericite schist at the north end of a vein narrow southward 

along the vein walls and grade into well-foliated meta-andesite tuff 

mineralized by more or less quartz, pyrite, and ankerite. Common 

ly the sericitic or partly sericitic selvage of a vein is only a 

few inches wide. Some sericite is erratically distributed throughout 

the hanging-wall alteration zone, but it is probably less abundant 

tfean the chlorite and does not form concentrations, such as those 

at the north ends of the veins,

Sericite, within the veins, formed late in the mineralogical 

sequence of the Iron King deposit. Within the veins, it is in micro-
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scopic veinlets that cut quartz, pyrite, ankerite, and sphalerite. 

Individual flakes lie in the cleavage planes in ankerite and 5.n the 

pressure shadows of pyrite grains transverse to the planar struc 

tures in the vein filling. The same age is suggested for sericite, 

immediately adjacent to the veins, which occurs in small slender 

needles lying as much as ^5° o** the foliation direction and for 

microscopic veinlets composed of undeformed plates of sericite that 

cut rocks in which all other minerals are deformed. As stated elsewhere, 

the north ends of the veins are separated from the hanging-wall 

alteration zone and terminate in meta-andesite tuff. Hence, the sericite 

schist that envelops the north ends of the veins is commonly inde 

pendent of the quartz-pyrite-ankerite alteration in the hanging-wall 

xone; this suggests to the writer a more or less distinct period of 

introduction for this sericite. Where this sericitic rock grades » 

Into chloritic rock in the footwall, the sericite is in veinlets or 

stringers perfectly concordant to foliation, and resembles the asso 

ciated chlorlte in hahit. This suggests that sericite is mimetic 

after chlorite or a planar structure. Such sericite has the hahit 

and distribution that are expected if it had toeen formed earlier and 

was later deformed. Thus, although some sericite associated with the 

veins formed late, and some of it after the ore minerals, no reliable 

textural criterion was found for dating the sericite in the hanging- 

wall alteration zone; on the toaaes of distribution and association, 

however, some sericite, chiefly that in the hanging-vail alteration
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zone, is "believed to have formed with the early quarts, pyri«e, and

ankerite.
«

The association of large masses of sericite schist with the north 

ends of the quarts veins, though not invariable is too common to "be 

fortuitous* As some quartz "noses" do not have the sericite schist 

envelope, the solutions that deposited the quartz vere not responsible 

for the sericite, for then the association would he invariant. The 

C vein, well-exposed in the hack of a drift on the 1100 level, perhaps 

affords an explanation (fig. 2). Sericite schist can he seen to 

"flow* around the quartz "nose", Join, and extend down the drift and 

into the wall as a sericite vein, The sericite is clearly limited 

to a zone of shear, and the shear appears to he post quartz. A quartz 

"nose" in the I vein on the 900 level, void of the sericitic envelope, 

ends in a sharp point in massive meta-andesite tuff. In other places 

where sericite is abundant, small sericite veinlets in the quartz 

were observed, and the narrow septa of sericite that commonly separate 

the quarts "nose" from the remainder of the vein have the appearance 

of veinlets. Hence, the sericite prohahly developed after the quartz 

and was controlled "by shear zones cutting the meta-andesite tuff near 

the quartz "noses"* Deformation of this period also may have permitted 

introduction of the ore minerals.

The sericitic zones lying to the east and the west of tha altered 

zone associated with the Iron King ore deposit are prohahly alteration 

zones rather than original metarhyolite units, as they appear to he
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controlled "by zones of more intense deformation rather than "bedding. 

The rock has a much store pronounced planar structure than th« adjacent 

meta-andesite tuffs, pro"baT>ly "because the more intense shear localized 

the alteration. The most-altered rocks consist chiefly of rery fine 

grained sericite, quartz, and carhonate with here and there an albite 

grain and small amounts of residual chlorite. These rocks grade into 

others that contain abundant chlorite and also sericite, and are inter 

preted as representing intermediate stages of alteration. Some 

irregularly shaped masses of residual meta-andesite tuff occur within 

the alteration zones* A thin flection of the rock from the western 

zone show* a quartz rein that has "been shearedlinto two augen. Xach 

shows mortar structure and the two are connected "by a microscopic 

veinlet of mylonitic quartz. Howeyer, though no age differences 

based on fahric could T>e established "between chlorite and sericite, 

an age difference might not "be apparent if the sericite was mimetic 

after chlorite or foliation* The proximity to the Iron King ore de 

posit and the similarity of mineralogy and more pronounced foliation 

"between the hanging-wall alteration zone and those on either sida 

teem sufficient to relate these "bounding alteration zones to the 

minerstlisation which formed the Iron King deposit.
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Sulfide veins 

DISTEIBUTIOH MD ATflTUDS

The massive sulfide veins in the Iron Xing deposit are exposed 

on a surface area about 2500 feet by 250 feet (pi. 2). Subsurface 

openings on the productive veins extend to a depth of about 11^0 

feet below the collar of Bfo. 6 shaft, hut the surface gives the most 

complete exposure of all the veins in any horisontal section. The 

productive veins comprise the group lying along the footwall of the 

alteration zone north of the 1250 S. coordinate, plate 2. They are 

essentially strike veins, as they deviate from hoth bedding and folia 

tion by only a few degrees. The part of the report dealing with the 

Sron King ore deposit is concerned chiefly with these veins and the 

ore shoots within them*

The ore deposit consists of 12 veins arranged en echelon. The 

individual veins strike about *. 22° 3. and dip 71° *V. , and in plan 

view each succeeding vein on the west extends farther to the north 

than its next easterly neighbor. In section the veins maintain a 

similar en echelon arrangement. In any particular vertical section 

each vein to the west extends to a higher altitude than its eastern 

neighbor. All the veins plunge northward, and the plunge for indi 

vidual veins is commonly constant, the angle of plungs from vein to 

vein varying "between 55° ani 60°- ^ke v&ln width is coEconly con 

stant for Individual veins over short distances hut ranges between 

1 and Hf feet for different veins; the lengths are measurable in



hundreds of feet. Trom southeast to northwest the veins ere designated 

as follows, X, T, P, A, B, C, D, E, P, ff, H, and I, plates **, 5, and 6.

The en echelon arrangement occurs only with the veins in the 

eastern part of the hanging-wall alteration zone, and it is rigidly 

maintained by the north ends, of the veins "but not by tha southern 

terminations*

All workings on the veins above the 600 level were inaccessible 

for study, except some service drifts and crosscuts so scattered that 

they aided little in interpreting the lower levels. The 600 level 

is accessible from 100 feet north of Fo, 6 shaft to 100 feet south of 

Ifo. 2 shaft. This part was mapped but is not illustrated in the report. 

The 700, 800, 900, 1000, and 1100 levels, however, were completely 

accessible and are illustrated by plates ^ and 5«

The nonproductive veins are erratically distributed through the 

hanging-wall alteration zone. In general little is known about these 

veins below the surface. Most of them are shorter than the ore veins 

and they are probably Just as discontinuous with depth. The Copper 

vein (opened by Copper shaft) is the widest and most continuous, but 

its continuity between the north and south segments is uncertain 

(pi. 2). Diamond drilling from underground openings below the 700 

level penetrated vein material similar to the Copper vein and in the 

same position relative to the ere deposit and the alteration zone. 

Hot enough is known to estimate its continuity, but most if not all 

diamond drill-holes through the alteration zone encountered copper
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minerals near the hanging wall of the alteration zone. All the non 

productive veins, as veil as can "be seen from surface exposures, paral 

lel tho foliation in the altered vallrocks.
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YEIH STRUCTURES

The Iron King Yeins were formed "by replacement witiiin en echelon 

fractures that controlled the spatial relationships, widths, lengths 

and to some extent the internal structures of the veins. Whether 

these fractures or faults were formed simultaneously with the shear 

zone represented by the hanging-vail alteration zone, or whether they 

were formed somewhat IsVer is not entirely clear. An age difference 

might "be interpreted ffora the small angular discordance between the 

individual veins and the shear zone. However, the early gangue minerals 

in the veins, although more concentrated, are the same as those 

sporadically distributed throughout the h&nging-vall alteration zone, 

indicating that at the time of earliest mineralization "both struc 

tures were present. This, of course, does not preclude the possi 

bility of two periods of fracture prior to mineralization* The sig 

nificance of the slight angular discordance between the veins and 

the shear zone is most difficult to interpret, especially as the rock 

affected was strongly anisotropic owing to the foliation. The veins 

mark zones of more intense shearing, and hence indicate zones in which 

stresses were stronger. Perhaps here the resolved stresses at an 

angle to foliation were strong enough to produce breaking across the 

foliation, whereas in the hanging-wall zoae the weaker stress at an 

angle to foliation resulted in movement chiefly along the pre 

existing folia. The close spacing of the en echelon fractures 

that control the veins and the relatively wide spacing of similar
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points on the veins, such as the north ends, suggest that the frac 

tures or faults result from a shear couple* The plunge of the liaes- 

tion in the walls of the veins and the corresponding plunge of the 

north ends of the veins indicate that the plunge of the direction 

of relative movement was steep, "but until the lineation can "be es 

tablished as either the "a" or "b" structural coordinate, it cannot be 

 aid whether the principal axis of transport plunged to the south or 

to the north. The ore deposit at the Bustis mine, Quebec, demonstrates 

a somewhat similar en echelon arrangement of massive sulfide lenses* 

Stevenson (1937, p. 3^8) attributes the localizing structure to the 

action of two opposite and tangential forces* The localization of 

massive sulfide bodies in fractured and brecciated zones has been 

described by Finlayson (1910, p. ^05) for the Huelva deposit, Bio 

Tinto district, Spain; by Ch-aton (1909, pp. 92-99) for the pyritic 

deposits in Shasta County, California; and by Capps and Johnson (1915, 

p. 92) for the massive sulfide deposit in the Illamar district, Alaska. 

Hanson (1920) studied a number of pyritic massive sulfide deposits 

in Canada to determine the relationship of the form and structure of 

the ore bodies to the enclosing rock. After considering the Handy 

mine, Manitoba; Korthpines mine, Ontario; Jlin Flon, Manitoba- 

Saskatchewan; and the Bust is mine, Qpebec, he concluded that the 

sulfide resulted from replacement in "zones of more intense shearing 

and brecciation,* The Sullivan mine, Canada, appears to be an ex 

ception, for according to Swanson and Gunning (19^5, p. 651) the



deposit is controlled by a stratigraphic zone. However, the tourmaline 

and cassiterite in the deposit suggest a greater depth of origin than 

many other massive aulfide deposits.

A second period of movement is indicated clearly hy strong frac 

turing and brecciation of the early introduced minerals. This later 

movement controlled the distribution of the second-period mineral? 

that produced the ore shoots ia the veins. The distribution of the 

second-stage minerals suggests that the later movement, in the veins 

at least, took place along fracture sones that extended from the foot- 

vail to the hanging wall of the veins.

The I vein, although designated as one vein, actually consists 

of at least three individual echelons; the most northerly is not ex 

posed completely "by undergroxtnd openings, Hhis explains in part the 

greater length of the I vein, fhe individual echelons of the 1 vein. 

Marked Xj t 12, aad Ij on pistes **  and 5i show all the characteristics 

of individual veins, such as quartz "noses,* consistency of plunge, 

and characteristic mineral distribution with the component echelons. 

In all other parts of the deposit, adjacent veins lie to the west 

or east of the strike extension of the reference vein, "but in the I 

vein the partings "between echelons are narrower, and there is a slight 

tendency for the succeeding echelon to "bend until it lies along the 

strike extension of the previous one. Hence these three echelons 

have "been regarded as one vein*
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The P vein is unusual, for it plunges much less steeply and is 

the only vein whose limits are exposed completely within the zone 

ained. The plunge, 25° S., of the P vein is &t least 25° flatter than 

any other, so that the vein occupies an intermediate position between 

the T and A veins. The vein apexes above the iHDO level and bottoms 

a short distance below the 700 level, figure 1. On the *K>0 level it 

is almost a part of the T vein; however, ia depth it diverges to 

the north of the T vein, and on the 700 level is separated by 250 

.feet from the north ends of the T vein and lies next to, and about as 

far north as, the A vein, figure 1.

Individual veins that have much of their strike length exposed 

to observation appear to have a tendency toward a gentle curvature 

that is convex eastward, fhe X vein on the surface illustrates this 

feature (pi. 2). Its strike varies 5° "between its southern and 

northern limits, Thia feature Is not limited to the Iron Ting ore 

deposit; both the Kit Carson and Silver Belt-McCabe veins ars curved 

in a similar manner (pi. 1). Furthermore, the strikes of beds at the 

north and aouth ends, respectively, of the Silver Belt-McCabe vein 

do not deviate appreciably from each other, but the vein changes in 

strike from 5. 65° B. to K. 27° S. The common curvature of the 

veins in the area mapped suggests a common origin; if the curvature 

is primary, it suggests that the Silver Belt-HcCabe, Kit Carson, and 

the Iron King vein-forming structures are essentially the same age.
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Tariations from an ideal en echelon pattern occur in some of 

the individual veins. On the 900 and ?CO levels the X vein consists 

of two separated segments but on the 800 level only one vein exists 

(pis. k and 5)» *^e veins must Join and split "between the 700 and 

900 levels. The B and C veins, lying between the A and D veins, 

represent subsidiary structures, as they do not maintain the en echelon 

pattern (the B vein was omitted from plates 4 and 5 because of lack 

of space). The A vein extends as far to the north as the C vein and 

considerably farther than the B vain. The B and C veins probably 

should "be considered parallel veins to A, and not "be included in the 

en echelon pattern.

In general, the veins and the schist septa separating them are 

consistent in width from the surface to the 1100 level, and with 

rare exceptions, such as the local Junction of the north ends of the 

X and V veins, adjacent veins do not Join. The septum between the 

B and f veins is commonly not over 2 feet wide, and that separating 

tha H vein from the G and I veins is most cosLJionly not over 5 feet 

wide. In places, as on the 1100 level, the veins have been moved 

together by postnineral faulting, but these occurrences are not 

considered here. Tariations in the widths of the C, H, ?, and G veins 

are known. Between the 200 and 6CO levels the C vein, ranging in 

width from 5 to 10 feet, produced some ore, but it is narrow and 

unproductive on the lower levels. The K vein ranged from 10 to 15 

feet in width on the 300 and 400 levels end was 10 feet wide on the
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500 level, "but it narrowed to about 2 feet "between the 500 and 700 

levels, the Gr vein increased in width helow the 600 level, and the 

increase is roughly commensurate with the decrease in the width of 

the H vein. A general reverse relationship "between the widths of the 

two veins appears to exist. According to Kills (19^9 p. 57). the 

J rein changed into a wide, low-grade, extremely siliceous "body 

"between the **00 and 500 levels, hut it narrowed to its forcer width 

"before reaching the 600 level.

So far as known all the veins except the P are continuous 

throughout the depth of the deposit, and the contacts "between laas- 

 ive sulfide reins and wallrocks are very sharp. These features 

and the consistency in vein widths suggest that the original frac 

tures were sharply defined and distinct.

One of the most striking features of the veins is the ahrupt 

change from massive sulfide with no aegascopic vestige of host rock 

to wallrocks with almost no vein minerals, at least on the footwall 

side. In many places a knife "blade will cover the contact. Common 

ly a narrow "band of gouge separates the vein material from the rock.

Tor one or two feet from the veins the foliation in the wallrock 

appears to parallel the veins. As the veins are locally broken by 

postmineral faults, "both the marginal gouge and the parallelism 

of veins and foliation seems logically explained by this postvein 

deformation*



The ore minerals are not uniformly distributed throughout the 

Yeins, for in places massive sulfide veins in vhich no vallrock ex 

ists continue for 100 feet or more south of the economic limits 

of mining* A short distance south of the ore shoots the Tein struc 

ture becomes generally weaker and replacement of rock material less 

complete, Plate 3, therefore, does not give an accurate picture of 

either the distribution of ore or the relative degree of replacement.

The north ends of the veins are exposed best by the underground 

openings; additional information on their shape and size was obtained 

from diamond-drill records. The north end of the C vein, 1100 level, 

is exposed completely in the back of the drift (fig. 2). Other 

informative exposures are the D vein, 700 level, and the X, 7, and 

I veins, 900 level, plates ^ and 5 w*<* figure 3, The northern termin 

ations vary considerably in pattern. Commonly the vein swells to 

perhaps twice its normal width; the S and ? veins were thereby joined 

on the 800 and 900 levels. The D vein, 900 and 800 levels, and the 

0 vein, 700 level, also widen. In contrast, some of the individual 

echelons within the I vein end by pinching out (fig. 3).
-»

Fracture zones continue northward from the ends of some of the 

veins, as is illustrated by the C vein, 1100 level, figure 2. The 

fracture zones extend only short distances, as is shown by diamond 

drilling. Generally they are marked by abundant hydrothermal seri- 

cite and lesser amounts of quartz and ankerite; the alteration fol 

lows the fracture zone as a veinlike projection from the irregularly
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shaped, hydrothermally altered mass surrounding the northern sections 

of the veins. Wherever observed, the fracture zones cut and generally 

disturbed the foliation, leaving little doubt as to their post- 

foliation age.

The structures in the rocks that existed in the space now occu 

pied by the massive sulfide is thought to be reflected to some extent
\ 

by the banding in the sulfide. To this extent the massive sulfide

gives clues to the character of the original localising structures* 

The Irregularities consist of (l) continuous, wavy bands, (2) dis~ 

continuous, nonparallel binding, and (3) irregular fracture networks* 

Regular banding also occurs, and all gradations between the regular 

and irregular exist, but generally not in the same vein or the same 

general area. In the ore zones some banding is due to the deposition 

of sphalerite in fractures, and replacement of early minerals by 

sphalerite along microscopic fractures, but in other places, such 

as In nonproductive veins, it results from the alternation of bands 

relatively rich In pyrite and in quarts, ankerite or both, fhis al 

ternation was observed in narrow veins whose banding conforms to the 

foliation in the wallrocks and is as regular and perfectly developed 

as the foliation. Where only one stage of mineralization was recog- 

nixed, the banding in the veins probably reflects variations in 

relative rates of deposition of the different Minerals. The most 

prominent banding, that in the ore shoots, is partly due to the concen 

tration of the late ore-forming minerals along narrow bands in the
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early vein filling. It appears clear that the combination of planar 

structures and variation in the relative rates of deposition of the 

different minerals resulted ia the banding.

Bending is common in most deposits of massive eulfide, but it 

is by no means always present. It has been attributed to pseudo 

morphism of various older structures, such as bedding, fractures, 

and foliation. Massive sulfide deposits are characteristically fine 

grained, thereby favoring preservation of small features by pseudo- 

Borphism,



T2IH FILLING

The general similarity of the mineralogy of massive sulfide de 

posits is most striking. Some differences and variations do occur, 

"but variations in relative abundance of the different minerals is to 

"be expected from one deposit to another, and variations in minor 

amounts of rare minerals does not obscure the general similarity* 

In general the massive sulfide deposit3 contain pyrite, sphalerite, 

chalcopyrite, and generally galena; in many, galena occurs only in 

minor amounts. In table 3 the mineral assemblage of the Iron King 

ore deposit is compared with that of six other massive sulfide deposits.

At the Iron King mine, the vein filling consists generally of fine 

grained massive aulfides and massive quartz in sharp contact with the 

wallrocks. The massive sulfides vary in color from pale yellow to 

nearly black, depending on the ratio of pyrite to sphalerite and car 

bonate. The massive quartz is gray, white, and greenish gray. Jine 

banding produced by differences in the relative amounts of pyrite, 

sphalerite, or, gangue is present almost universally in the massive 

sulfide ores and is less marked in the nonproductive parts of the 

veins. Here and there on all levels narrow schist partings, most 

commonly under 6 inches in width, occur within the veins*

The principal sulfide vein minerals are pyrite, arsenopyrite, 

sphalerite, galena, and tennantit®, and the nonsulfide minerals are 

ankerite, quartz, aericite, and a little residual chlorite. Gold and 

silver constitute the rare metals. The gold is free, and according
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to Mills (19'r?) is carried largely in pyrite; the silver is "believed 

to "be in the tennantite. Pyrite is the dominant sulfide mineral and 

in places constitutes by estimate as much as 75 percent of the vein. 

Quartz end ankerite are the dominant nonsulfide minerals, and locally 

either may be most abundant. The north ends of the veins are aloost 

exclusively quartz; whereas In the central section ankerite is com 

monly more abundant.

The vein filling is very fine grained. The upper limit of grain 

size is about 1.5 nan»» *n<* *^e lover limit is less than 10 tdcrons. 

Most of the grains are estimated to range in dismeter "between 100 end 

300 microns. Arsenopyrite occurs in grains that attain a diaeieter of 

1.5 Em., and intergrowths of galena and tennentite occur in grains 

estimated at 1 nun. in long dimension. Some pyrite crystals, especially 

in the southern sections of the veins, attain diameters of about 300 

to 400 microns. Masses of pyrite are much larger, but they are aggre 

gates of xenomorphic pyrite crystals, as shown by etching with nitric 

acid. Sphalerite, galena, ch&lcopyrite, and some tennantite, common 

ly occur as smaller grains interstitial to pyrite and arsenopyrite.

The crystal habits range from idiomorphic to xenomorphic granular. 

Pyrite commonly has idioaorphic outlines against every other mineral. 

In areas of massive pyrite, however, mutual interference produces aggre 

gates of xenomorphic crystals. Arsenopyrite exhibits crystal outline 

against galena, ankerite, and sphalerite, but not against pyrite or 

other arsenopyrite. Crystal outlines of sphalerite, galena, and



tennantite were not observed, "but in places they replace ankerite, 

retaining the rhombohedral cleavage angle in the outline of the grain.

Banding, widely distributed throughout all the veins, is the 

most characteristic feature of the vein material (pi. ?). Individual 

"bands range in width from about 1 aim. to 3 or 4 cm. Continuity in the 

length of individual bands is more difficult to establish, in part 

because of poor conditions underground for such observations. However, 

lengths of several feet parallel to both strike and dip were observed 

in stopes. Color variations resulting from the differences in the 

relative amounts of the various minerals produce the megascopic band 

ing. Bands relatively rich in pyrite and sphalerite, respectively, 

are the most abundant and produce the most marked color banding, but 

local concentrations of arsenopyrite, quart*, and ankerite also con 

tribute to the banded structure*

She distribution of the minerals within the veins is consistent 

in the larger veins on all levels but is not uniform. The north ends 

of all the veins consist almost entirely of greenish to gray or white 

quarts that appears almost chalcedonic. Here and there along the foot- 

wall of the veins lenticular bodies of similar quarts occur. Some of 

them are connected to the quartz at the north ends of the veins, but 

others apparently are independent bodies. The marginal quarts mass 

occurring within the !]_ segment of the I vein is connected to the 

quartz nose on the 900 level but is apparently independent on the 

800 level (pis. 4 and 5)» The level maps show other quartz masses
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A. BANDED MASSIVE SULFIDB FROM A V£I«, 
900 LEVEL
The banding !  produced by zones rich 
in quarts (a) alternating with zones 
rich in pyrlte (p)« Massive sulfide. 
containing coarse granular pyrlte and 
widely spaced bandst is characteristic 
of the south ends of the vein* and is 
generally not ore* Ankerite knots (a)

B. KASSIVB SULFIDE FROM I VEIN, 
OOO LEVEL
Ramifying veinlets of late pyrite. 
In the lower part of the specimen, 
the small pyrite Yeinleta out 
sphalerite-rich massive sulfide. 
Ankerite veinlet (a)

inches

C. TOPICAL BANDED ORE, I VEIN, 
yOC LEVEL
Bands rich in sphalerite (s) 
alternating with bands rich in 
pyrite (p). The fine grain size 
is typical of good ore. 
Ankerita knots (a)

D. BONDED ORE, o VEIN, 1000 LEVEL
The fine grained massive sulfide 
in the top part of the specimen is 
typical ore and consists of bands 
rich in sphalerite (dark) alternating 
with bands rich in pyrite (light). ! 
The more granular massive sulfide in 
the lower part of the specimen is 
chiefly pyrlte (light) and quartz- 
ankerlte (dark). Note the angular 
discordance between banding in the 
twc types of massive sulfide.



of this type, end the veins contain several other masses that are too 

small to indicate at the scale used for the illustrations. The 

greenish to gray or white quartz contains disseminated idiomorphic 

pyrite crystals and is cut "by ramifying sulfide veinlets end "by massive 

white quartz (fig. 4). In places, the quarts at the north end of the 

veins is rich in gold and silver, as on the G vein, 600 level. Other 

todies, as indicated on figures 5» 6» and ?» contain average or less 

than average amounts of gold and silver. Ho megascopic differences 

were observed between some barren quartz and ore quartz; however, 

greenish quartz is valueless, according to John Kellogg, the mine 

geologist. The transition from quartz to the massive sulfide is 

sharp and regular. Plates ^ and 5 aad figure 3 il3.ustrate the pat 

tern of the transition and in every vein the pattern is similar. 

The quartz-sulfide vein contact strikes more northerly, cuts the vein 

at an acute angle, and transgresses from footwall to hanging wall. 

The angle between the contact and the vein is varied, ranging from 

a few degrees to 30°. The G vein, 900 level, and D vein, 800 level, 

illustrate the two extremes.

South of the quartz at the north end of the veins, the chief 

variation in mineral content consists of an inverse relationship be 

tween amounts of pyrite and sphalerite. Assay data illustrate these 

changes for the D and G veins, 600 to 1100 levels, and for the ? 

vein, 500 to 1100 levels (figs. 5, 6, and 7), The assay data are 

accurate, as samples are cut at very close intervals on all productive
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veins, and individual samples are broken at significant changes in 

vein structure or composition. In general the dollar value of gold 

is consistent enough as twice that of silver to permit combining 

them for simplicity of illustration. Lead and zinc are combined in 

the diagrams, and "but little information is lost, as lead usually 

is distributed uniformly throughout the minable limits of a vein. 

On the D and Jf veins lead averages "between 1.50 and 1«75 percent, and 

on the Or vein about 2.50 percent, The ratio of lead to tine, there 

fore » is much higher for the section of the vein just south of the 

massive quartz and to a lesser extent near the southern limit of min 

ing (figs. 5t 6 and ?)  The variations shown in the graphs are due 

chiefly to the sphalerite content, which increases rather sharply 

from the massive quarts southward to a maximum amount and then de 

creases gradually* The south limit of mining is everywhere an 

"assay wall." However, zones relatively high in sphalerite start 

at a point on the footwall and cut across to the hanging wall at an, 

acute angle to the vein, duplicating the pattern of the contact between, 

the massive sulfide and quartz at the northern end of the vein. The 

assay graphs show plainly that any line of equal grade will parallel 

generally the north plunge of the north ends of the veins and that 

a spatial relationship exists within the vein between the rare and 

base metals. In every vein the gold plus silver maximum occurs north 

of the lead plus zinc, but not.so far north that no overlap exists 

between the two. The dollar value of the gold and silver is high at



the lead-zinc maximum, tut is appreciably less than the maximum 

dollar value, This feature of the deposit is consistent.

In the veins, the quartz masses, including both the quartz noses 

at the north end of the veins and the less common lenticular masses 

along the footwalls, are commonly separated from the massive aulfide 

"by thin partings or aepta of sericite schist. The most common type 

of parting, usually chlorite schist, enters the vein from the hanging 

vail, and after continuing for distances up to several hundred feet, 

terminates. In places the last few feet are thin chloritic films only 

a few millimeters thick. The north I vein is divided into several 

parts "by thick partings that cross the vein (fig. 3). Where this 

occurs, the individual segments have all the characteristics of an 

independent vein, such as internal zoning and a quartz mass at the 

northern termination. In a few places narrow partings enter the vein 

from the footwall, migrate well into the vein, and then back into the 

footwall metatuffs. The veins contain numerous narrow partings, 

ranging in length from a few inches to as much as 100 feet, that in 

plan view are entirely within the vein. In three dimensions many 

of them, especially the larger ones, undoubtedly are connected to 

the wallrock*
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PARAG3SKSIS 0? THS 72IH MIHSBALS

The parsgenesis of minerals determined microscopically is held 

"by the writer to "be most significant when interpreted in relation to 

the local and regional geology established "by geologic mapping. 

The chief value of microscopic study alone is mineral Identification. 

The following geological "background is necessary, therefore, to 

understand the relations observed through the microscope. The veins 

constitute a massive-sulfide replacement of a foliated meta-andesite 

tuff in well-defined fractures. The amount of displacement, if any, 

of meta-andesite tuff "by massive sulfide is not known, as only 

evidence for replacement was observed. The fractures, which localized 

the veins, and the massive sulfide veins are younger than the regional 

metamorphisiB. Intraraineralization deformation was strong and con 

sisted of "brecciation and shearing of the early vein material, 

Postmineral deformation is limited to a few faults whose maximum 

vertical displacement is of the order of magnitude of 100 feet and 

whose exposures indicate well-defined "breaks rather than widespread 

"brecciation.

The regional mapping does not disclose any pervasive post- 

mineral deformation, although local postinineral faults exist. The 

period of shear or fracturing resulting in the Iron King, Kit Carson, 

McCahe-Silver Belt, and other smaller veins in the district, is inter 

preted as the last stage in the more or less continuous deformation 

producing the metamorphic terrain and structures in the Iron King 

district.
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The similarity of the pattern of mineral distribution in each 

rein, as described in the section on the vein filling, further sug« 

gests a common and simple history.

Pyrite, arsenopyrite, sphalerite, galena, tennantite, and chal- 

copyrite are the primary sulfide minerals recognized in the microscopic 

study of the ores. Qoartz, ankerite, stringers of vsllrock, and traces 

of residual chlorite (1} and 1st* sericite ere the nonsulfide con 

stituents of the reins. In the ore shoots, ramifying veinlets of 

Tarious mixtures of sphalerite, galena, tennantite, chalcopyrite, and 

arsenopyrite have pyrite-carbonate-quartz rein ^terial as a host, 

and where the former minerals are not abundant, the later constitute 

the principal vein material. This is the commonest and most signifi 

cant association observed. Pyrite-carbonate-quarta material con 

stituted the initial rein filling; the later period of brecciation 

of the early rein minerals was followed by the introduction of the 

sphalerite, arsenopyrite, galena, tennantite, and chalcopyrite in 

one general period of mineralisation. Pyrite, quartz, and ankerite 

may hare accompanied this later stage, as they also occur in cross- 

cutting relations. 7rom the geologic mapping of the reins and the 

microscopic study of the ores, the minerals of the second period appear 

to be essentially contemporaneous with one another.

Significant age relations of the minerals of the later stage 

for the entire deposit vere not established, chiefly because apparent 

age relations could be determined in less than 1 percent, by estimate.
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of the pairs in mutual contact and some of these relations contra 

dicted others. Schouten (I93^)pro<luced replacement artificially 

in the laboratory and showed some of the possible sources of error 

in the determination of age relations; selective replacement is the 

chief cause of error. If selective replacement is extensive, age 

determinations would not he significant. Widespread and consistent 

occurrence of veined and pseudomorphed minerals is diagnostic evi~

dence for age relations under most conditions, but such consistency
\ 

was not observed among these vein minerals.

The following more detailed descriptions of individual mineral 

species are included for the common associations and occurrences of 

the minerals. The inferred age relations are stated as a matter of 

record.

Two types of sphalerite occur, the ordinary or rosin variety and 

marmatite. Harraatite is by far the most abundant, constituting over 

90 percent of the sphalerite. An analysis of the marmatite by the 

American Cyanamid Company for the Iron King mine gave zinc 63-5 

percent, ferrous iron 3.2 percent, and SuTlde 33.3 percent, which 

corresponds to 95 percent zinc sulfida and 5 percent iron sulfide. 

Marmatite is the earlier mineral and in places is veined by the rosin 

variety. The manaatite occurs chiefly as streaks or bands of rela 

tively pure material which contribute greatly to the banded structure 

of the veins. In part, these bands certainly represent replacement 

features, as residual pyrite grains are dispersed irregularly through
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them in various stages of replacement, and on either side of the vein- 

let idiomorphic pyrite occurs. Plate 8A illustrates the character 

of the pyrite oh either side of the contact of a "band rich in sphalerite, 

The pyrite in the upper Dart of the field is replaced partly "by 

sphalerite, whereas that "below the contact is unmodified. Commonly 

marmatite is interstitial to pyrite that shows little or no modifica 

tion of the crystal outlines (pi. 8B). Such a relation could mean 

either (l) simultaneous deposition of pyrite and raarmatite, (2) or 

selective replacement of early quartz-carbonate by marmatite, or 

(3) replacement of sphalerite by pyrite. Under the microscope sphaler 

ite was observed as veinlets in quartz, ankerite, chalcopyrite, arseno- 

pyrite, and galena. It is veined by galena and is included as small 

grains in chalcopyrite and very commonly in pyrite. Idiomorphic 

arsenopyrite in a matrix of sphalerite was observed; locally the 

arsenopyrite outline is undisturbed, but elsewhere it has been modi 

fied by the sphalerite. In places sphalerite forms pseudomorphs after

ankerita preserving the rhombohedral angle. Parts of the vein that
^-rich 

are rich in sphalerite are^also in tennnntite, galena, and arsenopyrite.

Rosin sphalerite occurs in late crosscutting veinlets associated 

with, clear quartz; to a lesser extent it occurs with ankerite and 

tennantite and as disseminated crystals whose age relations are ob 

scure. Several nests of rosin sphalerite were found on comb quartz 

that filled a late-crosscutting fracture. A few crosscutting aicro- 

veinlets contain both marmatite and resin sphalerite. In none
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PLA1L 8

.pyrite .sphalerite, gangue

1 millimeter

A* Complete replacement of gangue and partial replacement 
of pyrite by sphalerite, I vein, 700 level.

pyrit* sphalerite galena gangue

I 1 millimeter J

B. Sphalerite interstitial to pyrite that shows no 
modification of crystal forms, H vein, 9dO level.



of them were the mutual age relations discernible, "but the general 

occurrence of the rosin sphalerite strongly suggests a later age.

Galena rarely constitutes more than k percent of the vein material, 

yet it is present in every polished specimen from productive veins 

examined. Galena and tennantite are associated very closely (pi. 9). 

Oalena, tennantite, and ohalcopyrite also form a common association. 

Fo evidence was found for any age difference between the galena and 

tenn&ntite. Galena is interstitialUo pyrite and arsenopyrite. It 

reins marmatite and arsenopyrite and is veined by ffiarmatite. Galena; 

associated with rosin sphalerite and pyrite, was observed perched on 

comb quartz crystals in an open fracture. Most of the galena and 

associated tennantite are in pyrite-free zones of quartz and carbonate 

(pi. 9) that form part of the megascopic banded vein structure and 

augen (less than 1 cm. in length) in the vein. The galena and tennan 

tite oecnr in the quartz-ankerite bands as irregular grains and as 

ramifying microscopic veinlets that in general parallel the banding 

in the vein. In the augen they most commonly occur as large grains 

at the en<!«, and where more abundant tend to rim the augen completely. 

In a few places galena replaced pyrite, as indicated by small ir 

regular residuals of pyrite enclosed in galena. Had the pyrite been 

younger, it most certainly would be in idiomorphic crystals, as the 

power of crystallization of pyrite is many times that of galena.

Chalcopyrite occurs only in amounts less than 1 percent in the 

productive veins. It is limited chiefly to small, irregular, inde-
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Relationships of galena and tennantite, G 
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pendent grains; small au sses associated, with tennantite crystals; 

and microscopic blebs in sphalerite. Chalcopyrite veins pyrite, 

arsenopyrite, and quartz-carbonate, and is veined "by sphalerite. 

Arsenopyrite is abundant in the reins, particularly in the 

ore. Commonly it has good crystal outlines, chiefly diamond-shaped 

In section, against all minerals except pyrite and other arsenopyrite. 

Arsenopyrite in veins associated with sphalerite, tennantite, galena, 

and chalcopyrite cuts through pyrite-rich vein material and contributes 

to the banded structure of the veins. In several polished sections 

arsenopyrite is more abundant than pyrite, and a fsw of the larger 

arsenopyrite crystals contain small, irregular unreplaced residuals 

df pyrite.

The distribution and occurrence of tennantite is similar to that 

of galena. Ho mineral that has silver as an essential part of its 

composition was found in the vein; the silver, therefore, by analogy 

with deposits elsewhere, is probably in solution in the galena and 

tennantite. Assays of the mill concentrates reveal that silver is 

more closely associated with copper than with lead* Fluctuations 

in copper content of concentrates are always accompanied by & pro 

portionate change in silver. Hence most of the silver is probably 

in the tennantite, although microchemical aauaoniura bichromate tests 

for silver were unsuccessful. However, Short (l9**0, T>. 201) was un 

able to obtain ammonium bichromate microtests for silver in tennantite 

that assayed 1 percent Ag.



Although gold was not observed during the microscopic study of 

the ores, sufficient data are known from metallurgical tests and assays 

to summarize its occurrence, The gold is free and occurs in galena, 

sphalerite, and pyrite. Pyrite carries most of the gold, chiefly 

"because pyrite is more abundant. Gold is distributed throughout the 

reins, as indicated on figures 5» 6, and 7, hut the ratio of precious 

to "base metnls is higher for the quartz at the north ends of the reins 

than for the rest of the veins. Higher local concentrations of precious 

metals also occur in the quartz noses. These relations strongly sug 

gest that the gold is in the pyrite. The precious metals, in a sim 

ilar manner to the "base metals, gradually decrer.se in amount south 

ward.

The carbonate is probably ankerite. The omega index of material 

occurring as knots and as interstitial filling in the vein is 1.710. 

Material from a small quartz-carhonate~/echlorite veinlet cutting the 

meta-andesite tuff south of the Iron King mine has an omega index 

of 1.725* All the carbonate reacts slowly to dilute acids vith effer 

vescence and all tested gave strong microoheraical tests for iron* 

From index alone ankerite and ferrodolomite cannot he distinguished 

froa magnesite or magnesite with partial replacement of magnesium 

by iron or manganese. But, according to Winchell (1933), neither 

magnesite nor siderite react with cold dilute acid, whereas dolomite, 

ankerite, and ferrodolomite may. On the basis of indftx and reaction 

with dilute acid, a member of the dolomite-ank*rite~ferrodolomite 

series would seem most probable. This fact is further substantiated



by the occurrence of the carbonate, much of which was deposited contea*- 

pfiraneously with pyrite. Under such conditions, ions of both a?.g- 

nesium and iron must have been plentiful. Manganese oxide stain was 

not observed on the weathered carbonate, indicating thet manganese 

does not enter into the composition. Oxidation releases the iron 

in the carbonate, coloring the carbonate a dark red.

The occurrences index of refraction, roicrochensical tests, and 

slow effervescence with dilute acid suggest the carbonate is ankerite, 

corresponding to 65 percent dolomite (Ca Mg  305) and 35 percent 

ferrodolomite (Ca Fe  20$). The carbonate with the index of l.?25 

contains equal amounts of dolomite and f-errodolomite molecules, 

according to Winchell's (1933, p. 7*0 charts.

Quartz and ankerite are both associated and independent of each 

other. Some polished sections contain a predominance of one or the 

other. In general the northern sections of the veins contain nore 

quartz, and the central parts are richer in carbonate. Small vein- 

. lets of quartz, ankerite, or both, here and thers cut pyritic vein 

material. Some of them may carry also rosin sphalerite, galena, 

or tennantite. In one polished section a quartz-tennantite galena 

veinlet cuts ankerite*



POSTMIIFXBAL STBIJCTUEAL __ __..

Postmineral structural features consist of faults, Joints, and 

probably slip cleavage. The larger faults that have offset the veins 

are all reverse faults. Those that dip steeper than the vein produce 

an overlap of the vein; those that dip le'ss steeply produce a gap. 

Other faults of similar attitude but whose direction of relative 

displacement is not known also occur in the mine, especially in the 

northern parts of the 800 and 900 levels. A nearly flat reverse fault 

occurs on the 900 level,

All of the high-angle reverse faults are nearly parallel in 

strike and dip to the foliation and to the veins. They are not en 

tirely foliation-plane faults, for in places they crosscut the folia 

tion, commonly at an acute angle. The faults tend to crosscut but 

are diverted along foliation planes because the preexisting surfaces 

offer less resistance than the direction of maximum resolved shearing 

stress. Movement along foliation planes continues until the stress 

at an angle to foliation becomes greater than the strength of the rock* 

fiupture then occurs across the foliation. In a similar manner the 

faults appear to be diverted along the wall of the veins for some 

distance before they rupture the vein* In & scale-model experiment, 

Ekkerakamp (1939) found that planar structure at 20° froa the direc 

tion that fractures would normally follow in a homogeneous material 

would control almost completely the direction of fracture. Where the 

fractures did transect the foliation, the direction about bisects
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the angle "between the normal to the foliation and the direction 

that would "be taken in a homogeneous rock. Sisiilar experiments were 

made with the planar structure at 45°, 60°, and 75° to the normal 

direction of fracture. Sach had an effect on the direction of frac 

ture, "but the effect decreased as the angle increased. At 45° fully 

half the fractures occurred parallel to the planar structure, "but at 

75° the fractures crosscut without isuch visible control by the 

planar structures.

The fault at the north end of the 800 level and the faults north 

of coordinate 4200 If., 900 level, so far as known, have not displaced 

the vein, although some displacement could occur without being notice 

able at the present state of development in these two localities. 

By analogy with other faults of similar attitude in the mine, they 

are probably reverse faults. Offsets of the vein on these faults 

may appear as development and mining progresses. A gouge cone, *f to 

12 inches thick, marks the fault within the vein on the north 800 

level. It is not known whether this gouge represents an original 

schist parting which has been sheared or whether it is material moved 

into place by faulting. Jhis fault has not been located on the 700 

level; on the north 900 level it is probably the fault on the hanging 

wall of the vein, and if so, has not disrupted the vein to any large 

extent (pi. 6). On the 900 level the fault is marked by a gouge 

sone up to a foot in width. The fault in the footwall at the north 

end of the 900 level is marked by a strong gouge zone about three
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feet from the actual wall of the vein. This fault is not known on 

higher levels, and development on the 1000 level had not extended 

far enough north to encounter it.

The Iron King fault, which is steeper than the veins, has dup 

licated the I vein on the 700, 800, and 900 levels (pis. V and 5). 

It lies in the footwall of the I vein on the 1000 level; apparently 

movement has occurred "between the I and H and "between the H and <J, 

as the veins are much closer together than elsewhere and such gouge 

is in the intervening vallrocks. The fault dies out both to the 

north and to the south from a central point where the vertical displace 

ment is about 100 feet. Figure 8 shows the offset of the vein in 

three equally separated sections. Section Z - Z 1 illustrates the 

fault near the north end of the mine where it begins as a small 

fault breaking a small fold in the ye in. The fold extends some 

distance north of the fault. The axis of the fold is approximately 

parallel to the line of intersection of the footwall segment of the 

vein with the fault plane. Section T - Tf is through the zone of 

maximum vertical displacement, and Section X - X* illustrates the 

decrease in vertical displacement on the fault toward the south.

At about 3880 H. on the 900 level the Iron King fault is cut 

by & reverse fault flatter than the veins. This fault has displaced 

the D vein about 10 feet vertically near coordinate 3440 H., as shown 

in a raise froa the 1000 to the 900 level. Jo counterpart of this 

fault was found in the hanging wall of the Iron King fault; hence
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it is assumed to "be essentially conteisporaneous with the Iron King 

fault. This fault intersects a reverse fault that is steeper than 

the vein at 33&0 *f»» 900 level. The steeper fault has duplicated 

the D vein "between 3200 F. and 3300 K., and its relations to the 

veins and the adjacent flat fault are shown in figure 9» from 3100 

H. to the south end of the 900 level, the workings expose a reverse 

fault flatter than the vein. At about 2920 Jl. this fault has a 

vertical displacement of about 10 feet between the 800 and 900 levels. 

Conceivably fhis fault and the one that occurs between 3900 H. and 

3360 H., 900 level, could be offset parts of the same fault, as both 

have the same general attitude and amount of vertical displacement.

Only the faults that dip steeper than the veins will affect the 

veins in depth. On the 1000 level the Iron King fault lies between 

the I and H and between the H and Or veins. Development work has not 

proceeded far enough south on the lower levels to expose the steep 

fault that lies south of No* 6 shaft. The faults that are less steep 

than the veins transgress all the veins between, the 900 and 1000 

levels and rake either gently southward or nearly horizontal. They 

probably will not be encountered again.

Here and there in the veins are small faults (not shown on maps) 

that range in strike from I. 85° V. -to H. 80° B. and dip south at 

about 80° wherever the dip could be measured. The most striking 

feature of these faults is that commonly the fault planes stop at 

the walls of the veins, yet gouge up to 6 inches in width, composed
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of pulverized vein filling, is present. Generally the faults occur 

as several closely spaced parallel "breaks, In several places they 

extend into the wallrock and a small horizontal displacement was 

observed; in all such occurrences the north vail moved east relative 

to the south*

There is no way of measuring the displacement on these faults, 

although it is probably small, as the faults do not mark changes in 

grade or appearance of ore from one wall to the other. Where the 

faults do not cut the vallrocks, they may represent minor adjustment 

to postmineral deformation, wherein the veins moved slightly within 

the confines of the vein walls.

Tlat joints, essentially at right angles to the dip of the

veins, are abundant throughout all the veins. They are spaced only
\

a few feet apart vertically,

In the fine-grained, well-foliated hydrothermal alteration 

cones in the Iron King area slip cleavage is very abundant. As the 

slip cleavage is somewhat varied in attitude, 58 attitudes were 

measured from outcrops scattered at random throughout the alteration 

zones. Only one attitude of slip cleavage was recorded at any one 

outcrop* The poles to the planes of the slip cleavage were plotted 

on a atereographie net revealing a 25 percent concentration of planes 

at H. 60° W., 70° SW. and a 12 percent concentration of planes at 

If. 75° 5., 70° SH. The slip cleavage has two distinct forms, (l) a 

series of "T-shaped11 minor folds having fractures bisecting the folds,
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and (2) sigiaoid folds having sharp tends and a fracture "bisecting 

the angle at each "bend. Using the direction of relative movement 

indicated by the sigmoid-type cleavage, the north side of the K. 

75° E. slip cleavage apparently moved toward the southwest, and the 

north side of the IF. 60° W. slip cleavage apparently moved toward the 

southeast. Thus they moved in the proper sense to be members of a 

-conjugate set of shears. In plan view the two directions of cleavage 

are nearly symmetrical with the strike of the veins, and it might 

be assumed that the fracture cleavage and faults that localized the 

veins were related to the same deformation* However, in three dimen 

sions, the deformation plane of the slip cleavage (ac plane of the 

structural coordinate system) is far removed from either of two 

deformation planes, inferred by assuming that the lineation in the 

vein walls is either the ^a* or ^b* direction of the structural 

coordinates. Thus the slip cleavage is probably of postminerol age, 

possibly due to the deformation that produced the post mineral faults 

in this mine*
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